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  v* ' ouncil Considers concerns about new pub 
By ED YUDIN chambers Monday night to give local residents a outside the immediate area.  A petition with 30 expressing outright opposition. 
Herald Staff Writer 
Concern that a proposal for a neighbourhood pub on 
Keith and Hampton would endanger the tranquility of 
the local residents will receive further consideration 
by Terrace district council. 
A special public hearing was held in council 
• i m l 
+ 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
{Seal Cove Rd.. Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all ntelals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
open Men. through Sat., 8 a.nt.-5 p.m. 
He's 
going 
to  run  
again 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Pierre 
Trudeau announced today he 
will lead the Liberals in the 
Feb. 18 election campaign. 
Speaking. to reporters, 
Trudeau said that he felt he 
had a duty to the country and 
to the party to postpone 
plans to return to private life 
and lead the party through 
the election. 
If the Liberals win the 
election, Trudeau will stay 
on as prime minister, he 
said. 
"Canadians face serious 
problems," the 60-year-old 
Trudeau said, "the party 
faces an election." 
Trudeau agonized over his 
decision since the minority 
chance to air their objections. Some of the eight people 
attending the meeting thought he pub would be an 
infringement on the rights of about 600 residents living 
near the site. 
Some of the residents apparently feel it will be a bad 
influence on children, and will draw many people from 
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I at does Erica Eay find so fascinating ?
Progressive Conservative 
government was defeated nnoa-" ' "es a Thursday .night in the • 
Commons. Liberal cam. 
palgn plans were placed on 
hold until he announced his 
decision. 
"I will serve with all my LONDON. (AP) -- A 
energy and all my ability," ceasefire in the Rhodosian 
Trudeau said. civil war is to be signed 
Wednesday and Com- 
monweath soldiers to en- 
force it begin arriving in 
Salisbury Friday. 
The final obstacle to the 
truce was removed Monday 
"when leaders of the Patriotic 
Front guerrilla alliance 
accepted a British con- 
eesoion giving them at least 
16 campsites inside Rhodesia 
in which to assemble their 
soldiers. Bishop Abel 
Muzorewa's bi-racla' l  
delegation from Salisbury 
accepted the ceasefire. 
Saturday. 
"This is an important day 
for Rhodesia; it means the 
end of the war," Sir Inn 
Giimour, Britain's deputy 
foreign secretary, told a 
news conference after 
He would not run in 
~another lection. 
Students 
defying 
leaders 
TEHRAN (AP) -- The stu- 
dents holding 50 U.S. citizens 
hostage in the U.S. Embassy 
criticized Foreign Minister 
Sadegh Ohotbzadch today 
for talking too much and 
falsely encouraging the 
Carter administration, and 
said the least hey will do is 
try the captives for spying 
unless the shah is returned to 
Iran. 
See 11 
signatures opposing the project had earlier been 
submitted to council, prompting the special hearing. 
Black Davis, who with Kelly Williams would build 
the establishment, claimed he took an informal survey 
of residents on Keith. 
He found 113 people for the project, and only three 
If the neighbourhocd pub is approved, construction 
would begin in early spring. The request must first 
receive committee study and approval. 
"At present there is no zoning within the 
municipality which allows for a neighbourh0od pub," 
explained Dave Maroney, the mayor of Terrace. 
Westend 
Food Mart 
Open 
6:30am - l lpm 
7 days a week 
635-5274 
Westend 
Chevron Service 
Chevron 
Open 
24 Hours 
635-7228 
FIRST BAB Y 
GETS A BCRIC 
20C 
Volume 73. No. 242 
"We Satisfy Tummy & Tank 
365 DAYS A YEAR" 
The first Terrace baby of 1980 may not be 
wiser for the experience but he or she will be 
somewhat richer. 
Terrace council debated for a considerable 
length of time Monday night, trying to come up 
with an appropriate gift for the first child born in 
the district's boundaries in the new year. 
Alderman Jack Talstra's suggestion of a free 
pass for a year's skating at the arena was 
rejected for obvious reasons, though Talstra 
qualified his suggestion by noting he hadn't 
specified which year the pass would be effective. 
biter much soul.searching, council finally did 
make a decision without going into committee 
for a change, The district will purchase a BCRIC 
share for the 1980 l~.by. 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney noted he had no 
intention of trying for the prize. 
See page 3 
Photo by Greg Mlddleton 
sees  peace  
sites if more fighters c~me 
out of the bush or return 
from neighboring Zambia 
and Mozambique. 
The Patriotic Front 
contended that the original 
British proposal barred 
them .from some areas 
where they had local sup- 
port. 
Rhodeslan regulars will be 
confined to about 40 bases. 
In Washington, British 
FOreign Secretary Lord 
Carrington told reporters he 
believes the U.S. govern- 
ment's lifting of sanctions 
against Rhodesia Monday 
helped to persuade Mugabe 
The agreement also clears 
theway for the restoration of 
legality in Rhodesia to 
Mugabe's and Nkomo's 
political parties, the Zim- 
babwe African National 
Union and the Zimbabwe 
and Nkomo to come to term- 
s. 
"I think there was a 
• realization that if the United 
States felt the settlement 
was fair, it was going to be 
difficult to persuade other 
countries that it was not," 
Carrington said at a White 
House dinner honoring 
Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher. 
guerrilla leaders Robert Mu- 
gube and Joshua Nkomo 
initialled the agreements. 
The ceeeefire to end the 
fighting that has takefl 20,000 
lives is scheduled to go into 
effect Dec. 26, one week after 
the formal signing of the 
accord. But Mugabe ~ told 
reporters it might ake ~ight 
weeks fur the word to reach 
s~me of the front's guerrillas 
in the bush, 
In the next few months 
while the politicians, cam- 
paign for parliamentary 
elections to be held under 
British supervision, both the 
guerrillas and the Rhedealan 
armed forces are to be 
confined to eamlz that will 
be monitored by a forcd of 
1,200 soldiers from Com- 
monwealth countries. 
The first contingent of 19 
Australian, New Zealand 
and FiJl soldiers will leave 
Sydney Thursday. 
The ceasefire agreement 
provides that one guerrilla 
camp will he located in the 
strategic heartland of 
Rhodesia, in addition to IS 
others In remote areas that 
were offered them earlier. 
Those are intended to howe 
16,000 guerrillas, and they 
are to be given additional 
Hundreds flee Olympia 
Reservation west of Port 
Angeles and the coastal 
fishing village of La Push 
were evacuated. 
Residents of a third low- 
lying area, the Dungenose 
Meadows between Port 
Angeles and acquire, refused 
to leave their homes, 
authorities said, 
Downpours which began 
Thursday night and quit only 
briefly during the weekend 
have been linked to .two 
deaths, There have been few 
damale stimates. 
SEATTLE (AP) -- Hun- 
dreds of persons have fled 
their homes on the Olympic 
Peninsula, with more 
evacuations possible due to 
increased flooding from 
renewed heavy rains in 
northwest Washington state. 
Floods were predicted 
today by the National 
Weather Service on several 
rivers. 
As Gov. Dixy Lee Ray 
proclaimed a state of 
emergency late Monday, the 
Lower Elwha Indian 
African People's Union. The 
two leaders said they will 
enter the elections with a 
united front and will return 
to Salisbury soon after years 
of exile. But there was 
considerable doubt that the 
alliance would last long after 
the election. 
The London conference 
agreed earlier on a con- 
stltutlon drastically cur- 
tailing the rights of the white 
minority in Rodesla nd on a 
• political agreement toreturn 
the rebellious British colony 
to British control until the 
election of a new Parliament 
and a black-majority 
government. 
Coune i l  goes  
for  t ighter  
dog eont ro l s  
Contract changes hands 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff WHter 
Terrace district council 
has appointed a new 
animal control officer for 
1980 in an attempt to 
solve the dog control 
problems which have 
been plaguing local 
residents. 
The contract was 
awarded to David 
Mill igan at Monday 
night's ession of council, 
though his bid was the 
highest of the three 
submitted for the animal 
control contrai:t. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, he 
chairman of the 
protect ive  serv ices  
SHEEP OIFNER 
GETS MONEY 
A local resident was recompensed Monday 
night for the losses he suffered when his sheep 
were attacked by a band of roving dogs this fall. 
Emmett McCann of 4803 Graham was awarded 
$451.91 or 75 per cent of his $602.55 compensation 
claim by Terrace district council. McCann lost a 
total of four sheep when a pack of dogs attacked 
his livestock on Oct. 18. 
Nol u lland 
committee, told the  ]llll_der Herald after the meeting, goes  
the move was made in 
part due to media . . . .  .~ .  
press~e. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~= ,. . 
"The members of 
council felt some changes 
were in order especially 
in response to the reports 
by the local media," he 
said. "We decided to go to 
the higher bidder." 
Mill igan originally 
submitted a bid in the 
$35,000 range. He was 
advised to lower it, which 
he subsequently did. 
Milligan's bid of $26,580 
was still several thousand 
dollars in excess of that 
submitted by Doris 
Sturko, the 1979 animal 
control officer. With a 
decision to go with a new 
officer was a change in 
policy on dog control. 
"We want a much more 
visible animal control 
function," explained 
G iesbrecht  whose  
committee recommended 
Canadian Pacific Ltd. 
announced today it is 
discontinuing its Nor. 
thland shipping service 
due to heavy financial 
losses. 
Don Bower, a public 
relations spokesman for 
Canadian Pacific, said 
the tug, barge, and truck 
shipment service to the 
Northwest will be 
discontinued as of Jan. 
31, 1980. 
In a telephone in- 
terview today, Bower 
said the two-year-old 
lease service has lost in 
the neighbourhood of 
private property to ap- 
prehend loose dogs. 
Giesbrecht said council 
will take a close look at 
lightening up the dog 
control bylaw. 
Broadbent denies it 
BY STEPHEN SCOTT NDP member of Parlia- 
OTTAWA (CP) --  New 
Democratic Party Leader 
Ed Brondbent denied today 
that he rejected a deal that 
would have allowed the 
minority Progressive 
Conservative government to 
survive the non.confidence 
SEE ELECTION 
STORIES ON 
PAGES 8, 9 
vote that forced the Feb. 18 
federal election. 
NDP sources aid Monday" 
that Jean Chretien, the 
Liberal finance critic, 
proposed the deal which was 
relayed to Broadbent by an 
Services cancelled. 
Kitimat, Terrace, Prince 
Rupert, Burns Lake and 
other Northern com- 
munities. 
Some of the com- 
modities shipped include 
small packages, pallet 
shipments, containerized 
cargo, trailer load lots 
and bulk commodities.. 
The Northland Service 
involved a leasing 
arrangement between CP 
and the Northland group 
of companies. 
$750,000 each year, and 
projections for 1980 
revealed a similar 
gloomy picture. 
the change. Northland ships in- 
Some of the new ideas dustrial commodities for 
to be implemented will be such users as Alcan and 
education of the public,' Eurocan in Kitimat. 
stricter enforcement, and Bower said there are 
the legality of entering on o ther  a l te rnat ives  
available to customers 
meat. 
Broadbent said there were 
many rumors circulating 
last Thursday in the final 
hours before the government 
defeat, adding that an ap- 
~ oach from ChreUen might ve been among them. But 
no formal approach was 
made, he said. 
The NDP leader said that 
even ff the Liberals had for- 
mally proposed a deal, his 
party would not have ac- 
cepted it. 
Broadbent made his com- 
ments in an interview at Ot- 
lawa International Airport 
Just before leaving for 
Toronto where he is to kick 
off the NDP election cam- 
paign. 
here. 
In fact, that com- 
petition is what may have 
done in the service. R.L. 
Purdy, the general 
manager  of coastal 
mar ine operations for 
C.P. Rail said today the 
railway had been un- 
successful in its attempt 
and "that heavy losses 
we are now sustaining 
make cont inued 
operations impossible." 
There are 85 employees 
who will be effected by 
the shutdown. The 
company said 20 of those 
will probably be 
relocated in different 
jobs. The other 65 will be 
laid off. 
Northland Service is a 
once a week tug, barge 
and general  freight 
service between Van- 
couver and Kitimat as 
well as a highway 
overat ion  serv ic ing 
South 
hurt by 
floods 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Emergency crews and 
vehicles stood by late 
Monday as flooding 
threatened water and gas 
mains in Port Moody. 
Several families were 
evacuated in Port Moody 
following a mudalide which 
slid into the city last Friday. 
Elsewhere, flooding 
caused by torrential rains, 
forced evacuation in North 
Vancouver and Nanatmo and 
Parksville on eastern 
Vancouver Island. 
The record rains also 
halted rail traffic through 
Delta and turned some 
Vancouver area in. 
tersections into lakes, for- 
cing motorists to abandon 
their cars. So far no serious 
injuries have been reported. 
B.C. Hydro officials in 
Port Moody are watching a 
culvert which passes over a 
10-centimetre gas main. 
"If the culvert goes we'll 
lose the main and will shut 
off the gas," a hydro 
spokesman said. "We are 
keeping our fingers 
crossed." 
About 400 families would 
be affected if the main were 
shut off. 
Slides closed road here 
An avalanche closed Highway 16 for several hours Highways department crews, plagued all weekend 
today about 83 kilometres east of Terrace. by high winds which drifted the roads east and west of 
The avalanche, which a highways department here with snow, dispatched early this morning to clear 
spokesman said was 80 feet wide by about 8 feet high, the road to Prince Rupert. 
followed blizzard conditions here over the weekend. It was expected the road would reopen before noon. 
f . . . .  t I 
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i price meeting stalled on hikes ["  EWS BRIEFS Oil CARACAS (AP) The ~aeset~.zdde~,St~leth~p~%afo [ athn~nlaths~Y~e~esa~.~[:~:i Jli~cAelmg~laab~O~enM~dis~m r ~r°oTheone's°urce°fenergyto b~tnsno°~¢g~:n to ~);a  usual deadlock over "We Pew 
p¢[cesfo¢crudeoilprsvalled for OPEC prices, should go increase in the price of Saudi cartel's steady price in- seewhat I would not barrel from $23.50, and Oil of the l6 heve been freed and 
today as the year.end as high as t34. crude lifts OPEC's base creases, saying in an in- hesitate to call a psychosis 
meeting of the Organization OPEC's prices already are price by almost 80 per cent tervlew that "industriaized concerning oil reserves." 
of Petroleum Exporting about 100 per cent higher since Jan. 1. countries can easily switch Iran joined the militants 
Countries went into its ' 
second day in this Pope denounces 'big lie' V nezuelan capital with
Sau cli Arabia trying to hold 
the 'line at $24 a barrel and 
Libya and Algeria pressing VATICAN CITY (AP) -- said in a 2,500-word message The Pope called for to Drogheda, Ireland, near 
for more. 
Saudi i.Arabia, OPEC 's  appeal to world leaders, 
largest ' .member, was today denounced the use of 
holding out for no increase the "blg lle" and said the 
: beyond the 33.per-cent boost 
it announced last week. 
But Libya, saying the 
industrialized countries can 
pay whatever they are 
charged, has boosted its 
price to $30 a barrel and 
• Pope John Paul lit in an 
existence of the arms race 
raises suspicions of the 
sincerity of declarations in 
support of peaceful 
coexistence. 
"Violence flourishes in lies 
and needs lies," the Pope 
! GAS BAR/WAND WASH 
OPPORTUNITY 
I' ! 
Pacific Petroleums has an excellent career 0P" 
portunlty for a male or female desiring to succeed in 
the gasoline marketing business. 
The outlet will Initially be operated on a retall com- 
mission agency basis which will provide the agent with 
a higher than average Income. No capital outlay 
required. 
Interested parties contact 
Phone No. 
5M,:5433 I 
) 
D.R. Pearson 
Box 1948 
Postal Stn. A 
Prince George, B.C. 
TUESDAY 
marking the Roman Catholic 
Church's World Day of 
Peace Jan,l. 
"What should one say on 
the practice of combating or 
silencing these who do not 
share the same views by 
labelling them as enemies, 
attributing to them hostile 
intentions and using skllful 
and constant propaganda to
brand them as aggressors?" 
The Pope said the use of 
falsehoods has helped spread 
the idea that individuals and 
all humanity achieve 
progress principally through 
violent struggle. 
"The man of violence de- 
ceives public opinion by 
holding up the glittering 
prospect of a radical and 
speedy solution, and then 
settles into his lie and ex- 
plains away the constantly 
repeated delays in the 
arrival of the freedom that 
has been promised and the 
abundance that had been 
assured." 
resolute fforts to "stabilize 
from within the tottering and 
ever.threstoned ~liflce of 
.psac'e by putting truth back 
into i t , "  
"Murder, Is murder; 
political or ideological 
motives do not change its 
nature, but are on the con- 
trary degraded by it," he 
said. "The massacre of men 
and women, whatever their 
race, age or posltlon, must 
be called by its proper name. 
"Torture must be called by 
its proper name; and with 
the  appropr ia te  
qualifications, o mast all 
forms of oppression and 
exploitation ofman by man, 
of man by the state, of one 
people by another people." 
The Pope made no specific 
reference to states or 
peoples. He noted, however, 
the condemnation f violence 
he delivered uring his visit 
the border of Northern 
Ireland. 
Turning to the arms race, 
the Pope said there appears 
to be a "tragic con- 
tradiction" between fervent 
declarations in support of 
peace and the increase in 
weaponry. 
"The very existence of the 
arms race can even cast a 
suspicion of falsehood and 
hypocrisy on certain 
declarations of the desire for 
peaceful ccexistennce. What 
is worse, it can often even 
Justify the impression that 
such declaratons serve only 
as a Cloak for. opposite in-. 
tentlona." 
The Pope's statement 
came in the wake of a 
decision by the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization 
to go ahead with a mod- 
ernized missile system in 
Western Europe in response 
to a Soviet missile buildup. 
Shah enjoys his freedom 
him, his Great Dane and his 
poodle. 
"He's feeling pretty good, 
much better," said his U,S. 
spokesmah, Robert Armao, 
"He needs to tone up bis 
muscles but that will take 
several weeks. He was a 
weight lifter, you know." 
The spokesman added that 
the shah, who is 60, has no 
fixed schedule but probably 
will take dally walks. 
The shah and Empress 
Farah arrived on the islead 
off the Pacific coast of 
5 p.m. to midnight 
CONTADORA ISLAND, 
Panama tAP) --  Shah 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi 
took a walk along a winding, 
hilly road and then dined in 
public at this resort island's 
only hotel. He ate melon and 
ham, steak and vanilla ice 
cream,  
The deposed Iranian 
monarch was accompanied 
on his slow stroll to Con- 
tadora's main beach late 
Monday afternoon by eight 
bodyguards on foot, a sedan 
full of security men behind 
Panama Saturday. They 
came'from a U,S. air base in 
San Antonio, Tax., where he 
had been recuperating from 
gall bladder surgery and 
cancer treatment in New 
York, 
"This may not be his per. 
manent home," said Armao, 
"He may move to the 
mainland and come here on 
weekends. That is not clear, 
This is a very, very volatile 
situation. You can assume 
that he will be here for some 
time." 
The dining room where the 
shah and his party ate was 
filled with guests at the 
hotel, including reporters 
who acceded to a request 
that they not approach the 
Iranian party or photograph 
Minister A,K. Hart of 
Nigeria said he would have 
no objection to raising 
Nigeria's base price to $30 
from $26.27. 
Moderate oil ministers 
met for two hours after the 
formal OPEC sessions ended 
Monday evening in an at-- 
tempt to settle differences 
with the militants. But things 
were "getting worse, not 
better," said Venezuelan 
Energy Minister Humherto 
Caldersn Berti. 
The OPEC moderates 
were led .by Sheik Ahmed 
Znkl Yamani, the Ssudi nil 
minister who said OPEC's 
biggest producer will impose 
"no increase" in prices in 
the first quarter of 1980 and 
perhaps beyond, 
Also in the moderato bloc 
were Venezuela nd Qatar, 
which also Joined the Saudis 
in increasing their base price 
to $24 a barrel. Ecuador and 
Gabon were said to be 
supporting the Sandi move, 
and Indonesia raised its 
prices by $3 to $33.56 a 
barrel. 
The Toronto Globe and 
Mail says price increases" 
that will follow the OPEC 
meeting, here will cost 
Canada about double what 
federal energy economists 
bad been expecting, and 
Canadian taxpayers will be 
hit for almost $2 million a 
day. 
The prices expected to be 
set for the coming year will 
mean that last week's Ot- 
tawa budget estimates "are 
already out of date because 
the compensation program 
for Eastern Canada will ceat 
far more than Finance 
Minister John Croshie and 
his officials forecast." 
"This year and next the 
cost of subsidizing that 
region so that i t  pays the 
same for imported oil as 
other areas pay for domestic 
oil will be triple what it was 
last year." 
The newspaper's Ottawa 
dispatch says "federal 
economists estimate that 
imported oil will cost Canada 
about $5 U.S, more a barrel 
.after this round of price 
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Edition the island, but it is the 
it during dinner, mcronses --  an increase of 
The shah is staying about about 23 per cent." 
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at a residence overlooking I ~" ar~lldPII ~ i ~ 1 ~  
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States, tJanr~e] t~ew~s fell slightly today as the 
Galindo. dollar declined in early 
Lewis Galindo once owned trading on European 
TEIIRAN (AP)  - -  A 
renewal of hostilities bet- 
wean lran and Iraq appears 
to be a matter of small.scale 
border attacks and harsh 
words so far. 
Foreign Minister Sadegh 
Ghotbzadeh acknowledged 
in a radio interview Monday 
that he recelved a note from 
the Iraqi government 
demanding the release of 16 
Iraqi teachers arrested last 
month in the southern city of 
Khorramshahr on charges of 
possessing weapons and 
explosives. 
Iraq threatened to with- 
draw all its citizens from 
Iran, including embassy 
personnel, if the teachers 
were not released by Wed- 
nesday. Ghetbzadeh said 14 
the other two are military 
officers ,,masquerading as
teachers." 
Scattered clashes have 
been reported by the Iranian 
media since Friday when 
Tehran Radio reported Iraqi 
forces attacked an Iranian 
border post but quickly with. 
drew. An Iraqi official who 
asked not to he identified 
said the radio report of the 
Iraqi attack was "fabrlcated 
and untrue." 
The Islamic Republic, the 
Tehran newspaper con. 
sidered closest o Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Kh0meini, said 
Monday about 200 Iraqi 
mercenaries on Saturday 
attacked another border p~t 
for two hours. 
Lumber up, spirits down 
VANCOUVER (CP) ' -  
Forest industry officials say 
that while the export price of 
British Columbia lumber 
increased slightly in the past 
.week after a two.month 
slump, they are not op- 
timistic about continued or 
growing strength in the 
market. 
Al MacDonald, manager of
the Interior Lumber 
Manufacturers Association, 
said in an interview from 
Penticton, B.C. Monday that 
buyers are not stockpiling 
because of high carrying 
charges and he expects 
Interior sawmills will face 
Christmas shutdowns of 
about I0 days. 
However, the shutdowns 
mean less lumber will be 
produced, so current prices 
should stabilize. 
Madison's Canadian 
Lumber Reporter says in its 
Dec. 14 issue that "mills 
were able to raise prices 
because the steady demand 
outstripped supplies which 
had already been depleted 
by curtailments and by 
recent, strong offshore mar- 
kets." 
It reported the export 
price of two-by-four-inch 
studs, used in house framing, 
as $154 a thousand board feet 
last week, compared with 
$143 the week before. 
Israelis use tear gas 
TEL AVW (AP) -- Israeli 
soldiers used tear gas in the 
occupied West Bank of the 
Jordan River today to break 
up a stone-throwing 
procession of about 1,00o 
Arabs mourning a 
Palestlnian guerrilla slain in 
Cyprus, the state radio re. 
ported. 
Military officials said that 
the demonstrators from 
Halhoul, 20 kilometres south 
of Jerusalem, set out in a 
procession for Belt Omar, 
the nearby village where 
guerrilla Ibrahim Bargieth 
was born. 
I 
Israeli news reports sain 
Bargieth was the Palestine 
Liberation Organization 
official in charge of" terror 
attacks in the West Bank. An 
assassin shot him and a 
second PL0 official at point- 
blank range Saturday out- 
side an apartment building 
in Nicosia, the Cypriot 
capital. 
Quake kills 12 on Bali 
JAKARTA (Reuter) -- At its epicentre were not Ira. 
least 12.persons were killed 
and 82 i~jured when a strong 
earth tremor shook the 
vdration island of Bali and 
neighl~oring Lombok island 
early today, local officials 
said. 
markets nervous over higher They said the thrse-second 
Pacifique property of a government oil prices, tremor caused thousands of 
Actualltes tourist corporation ow. The Gold opened in London $1 people on both islands to flee 
shah's refuge is on a bluff up from Monday's all.time their homes in panic. 
Monde de overlooking a small bay. A peak of 11474, and 15 up from The exact magnitude of than two months, and the 
Disney ' - Panamaniangunboatsits 200 the cloning price. But the the quake and the location of third this year. 
Cont'd metres offshore, a national metal fell back t2 by mid- 
Cont'd guard speedboat is on patrol morning in profit-taking, 
in the area, and at least a dealers aid. Railway bomb goes  off 
SALISBURY (Reuter) -- 
A bomb planted on 
Rhodesia's main railway 
line leading north to Victoria 
Falls exploded Monday night 
as engineers tried to lift it, 
but no injuries were re- 
ported, a military 
spokesman said today. 
The bomb was found north 
of Bulawayo nly a few hours 
after Rhodesia lifted its ben 
on transporting corn to 
landlocked" Zambia from 
South Africa. The corn 
imports are carried on the 
mediately known in Jakarta, 
Officials in Denepasar, t~. 
Balinese provincial caPitaIj 
said more titan ~09,yhoq~ 
were knd~n td '~v~ been 
destroyed by the quake, but 
added that damage reports 
were still coming in and it 
was too early to asses~ 
material losses. 
It was the second quake to 
hit Bali and Lombek in less 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Imperial Oil and Gulf 
Canada Ltd. have followed 
Shell Oil in granting an 
additional mid-contract 
wage increase to their 
unionized workers, an of- represented by 0CAW, an 
fletal of the Oil, Chemical 
and Atomic Workers In. 
terusUonal Union said Mon. The union has accepted the 
day. 
Buck Phtlp said Imperial 
and Gulf offered to raise the 
secondyear wage increase, cent and a lgS0 hike of 7,5 per 
effective Feb. 1, 1980, to 10.5 cent. The additional raise i
per cent from 7.5 per cent lifts the total two-year in-L. 
after the union requested the crease to 19 per cent, ' 
Jinuny now very poptdar 
NEWYORK (AP)--Mcre Kennedy tries to defeat' 
than half of the U,S. public Carter in the battle for the/ 
now wants to see Jimmy Democratic presidential 
Carter run for re-election, a nomination, 
remarkable reversal from In the" poll taken Dee. tl 
the negative sentiments 
about the president in the 
last six months, sn Associ- 
ated Presa.NBC News poll 
says. 
Carter's handling of the 
Iranian crisis has helped 
give his standing with the 
public the largest boost of his 
tenure in office. But with 
more than 10 months left 
before the election, the 
problems of the economy 
and energy are still major 
weak spots for Carter's 
image. 
Senator Edward Kennedy 
has promised to make 
Carter's handling of the 
economy a central theme as 
and 12, 56 per cent of those ~, 
interviewed by telephone 
said they would like to see 
Carter run for re-election 
next year, Thirty-one per, 
cent would not lilts to see him 
run and 13 per cent of the , 
1,595 adults interviewed , 
across the U.S. were not .,, 
sure. 
As recently as September, 
56 per cent opposed a Carter 
reelection bid, while only 33 
per cent supported one../ 
Eight per cent were not sure. i! 
N0nly three weeks ago, the 
ovemher AP-NBC News 
poll found a 414o-46 split,., 
ngalmt a Carter re-election .~! 
bid. ~,, 
special midcontrsct hike to 
keep up with the predicted 
national rate of inflation. 
Philp said Shell earlier 
agreed to give itq marketing, 
d iv is ion em'ployeest 
extra increase of close to 3.5 
per cent. 
offers, he said. 
Last spring, the union and 
the companies settled on a 
1979 wage increase of 8.5 per 
Imperial, Gulf gives more 
I I  
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a vlvre 
Journal 
etMeteo 
rocky shore below the house. 
Meanwhile, there were 
small student demon- 
strations on the mainland 
against the decision by 
Panama's strongnian, Gen. 
Omar  Torrijos, to give the 
shah asylum 
key factor on the 
European market has been 
the Venezuela meeting of the 
oil-producing nations. Some 
observers see the latest gold 
boom as a new lack of 
confidence in the dollar, the 
currency used for oil 
payments. 
Telemag 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Race de 
Monde 
Jamals 
Cont'd 
dozen guards patrol the rail line but it was not clear ~ 
whether the train was 
carrying corn. 
One train was held up drier 
the bomb was found and 
train windows were shat- 
tered when it accidentally 
went off, the spokesman 
said. But the line was not 
closed by the incident, he 
said. 
The rail blast occurred 
hours after the Patriotic 
Front guerrilla alliance 
initialled a ceaseflre. 
agreement at settlement-' 
talks in London. 
The Herald, Tuesday, December 18, 1979 ~ ~J 
Weather shiv cancellation 
to mean less information 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
federal government decision 
to abandon a permanent 
weather station in the North 
Pacific will end a program 
that has supplied about half 
of the world's longterm 
eeeanle rainfall records, a 
former government mete,. 
orulogy director says. 
Two government weather 
ships, the Vancouver and the 
Quadra, now rotate tours of 
duty at Station Papa, about 
I,-100 kilometres from 
Vancouver Island, at a coet. 
of $6 million a year. 
John Knox, former 
regional director of the 
federal atmospheric en- 
virnnment service who has 
since returned to university, 
says the only eeeanle pre- 
cipitation station to provide 
such information longer than 
Station Pap.a is manned by 
Norway m the North 
Atlantic. 
Station Papa, which is to 
be withdrawn within two 
years due to government 
spending restraints, has 
been manned since 1951. 
Knox says there are about 
200,000 land stations around 
the world compared with the 
two long-term sea stations. 
The result has been a 
"striking unevenness" in 
measurement which Knox 
says is of incredible 
proportions. 
Since the late 19th century, 
meteorologists -- scientists 
Man Wins 
against 
bouncer Pat Eay was just one of  many who faced snow shovell ing 
• • . Photo by Oreg MldUleton VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
...... '............................... tugboat deck hand who B C Rail gets ready claimed his leg was dellverately broken by a 
bouncer won a British 
~ Columbia Supreme Court 
• judgment Monday against 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- six veneer and plywood have a settlement trestle in October, would the night club and the man 
B.C. Rail has announced a plants and six pulp mills in there are other maj~ issues likely feel the brunt, who caused his injury. 
total embargo n shipment the B.C. Interior. such as retroactive pay, A shutdown would also se. Justice H. E. Hutohem 
of all commodities on the Company spokesman wages and contract erms, riously hurt grain-handling ruled that Allan Munn's 
Crown.owned railway in Gabe Somjen told a news Som]en said manning because B.C. Rail has been injury was caused by Arthur 
Preparation for an expected conference Monday, thet a issun affects members ofthe moving about 15,000 tons of KellyAnderson, abouncerat 
strike tonight by 2,200 rail strike could be averted with United Transportation grain a day to North Van. the Body Shop Cabaret, with 
workers, members of the ~o or three days ot hard Uninn, a member of the joint couver elevators since the assistance of ~/ second 
'30t/at Coiifieil'df R/dl Unions. bargaining tO settle 120 couheil,,~,,, '  ' " October when a fogbound unidentified person: 
• The company said Monday unresolved issues. He noted that he UTU and freighter collided with a a 
the embargo will come into Joint council chairman Canadian National Railways CNR rail bridge across Sec- 
effect at 10 p.m. Norm Farley rejected that and CP Rail agreed last year end Narrows. 
Talks between the railway view, and accused the to reduce their crews to two However, wildcat strikes 
and the seven-union joint company of trying to men from three, at B.C. Rail f~ced the 
council broke down Sunday stampede the union into a The railway already is Canadian wheat board to 
night and the union gave the quick settlement, laboring under a partial begin using trucks to shuttle 
company 48-hour strike B.C. Rail says the only shutdown caused by wildcat grain across to North Shore 
notice, stumbling block to picketing after an apparent terminals. 
The railway normally agreement is the company's split in the joint council. The company's last  
moves 600 carloads of insistence that train crews AI Shannon, B.C. Rail proposal called for a 14-per- 
commodities a day, be reduced to two men from operations and maintenance cent wage increase in a 29. 
representing 20 per cent of the three required under the manager, said communities month contract. The union 
the rail freight business in agreement ow, in the northeast part of the wants a 30-per-cent i crease 
the province. But Farley said if manning province could be hardest hit in a one-year agreement. 
A strike would halt ship- were the only hurdle, the by a strike. Fort Nelson, only Samjen said a one-year 
meat of forest products from company should give in to now recovering from a fire pact would be unacceptable 
71planer mills and sawmills, wage demands and it would that destroyed a B,C. Rail because the contract now 
would be half over. 
Court jurisdiction cut essential beAltheugh B,C. RaLlcoveredservicesbY lgislationProVtnCialC°Uld 
to force a settlement, 
KAMLOOPS, B,C. (CP) -- jurisdiction to enforce a However, David Clarke, Samjen said he would prefer 
A provincial court judge maintenance order issued by counsel for the woman's to see an agreement without 
ruled Monday that yet B.C. Supreme Court. husband, argued that the government intervention. 
another section of the The ruling follows a Ksm- provincial court had no 
provincial Family Relations loops woman's request hat jurisd/ctlon to summon the ~ '~ ~ 3MJss onar~ 
Act cannot be handled by the provincial court enforce man to appear. 
B.C's family court system, a maintenance order issued Hesaidtheactappearedte i s  speaking 
along with a divorce decree contradict itself in defining a
Judge Terry Shupe said by the Supreme Court in provincial court's right to in  Ter race  
provincinl courts do not have 1973. rule on maintenance, 
One section appeared to Ray. J. tome MacDonald 
F i r e m a n  h ed , v ,  provincial courts the O.M.I. is thegueet preacher 
o n o r  right, while another ap- at the Parish Renewal in 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- way underStile'sfect." peared to delegate it solely te Sacred Heart Parish this 
City fireman Paul McDonell, "He just threw his arms the superior courts, he said. week. He willspeak at all the 
who rescued a fellow out and mans[-.,d to stop The Judgesaidthe malnte- services which begin each 
fireflghter inside a burning himself from going right nsnce order must be en- evening at 7:30 p.m. 
motel on Sunday is being through the floor," said forced by the court in which MacDonald, a native of 
recommended for a special Feldman. the order orglnatad. P.E.I., was ordained in 1955 
commendation. "Paul grabbed Me by the He said he does not have and has worked in a variety 
Aaron Feldman, of the scruff of the neck and just the power to interpret what of different areas of the 
Vancouver Fireflghters hauled him out of the hole in was intended when the act apostolate. He has been 
Union, Local 19, said that the floor. I don'tknowhow he was passed, but must follow professor f social sciences, 
McDonell attended a fire at did it, it must have been a the letter of the law. missionary in Peru, 
the Tourist Town Motel that burst of adrenalin or some- Earlier this year, Justice provincial of the Oblates of 
took the liCe of a 20.year-old thing." Henry Hutcheon of B.C. Su- Eastern Canda, counsellor 
woman. McDonell was taken to preme Court ruled three and pastor. Now hepreacbes 
Feldman said McDonell Vancouver General Hospital other sections of the act missions and retreats across 
was inside the flaming motel suffering from smoke unconstitutional. Canada, His subject for the 
on the second floor with inhalation and was released Hutcheonsaldtheissuesef Parish Renewal is the 
Captain Me Stiles, con. early Monday morning, child custody, access to the Eucharist. 
ductlng a room-toroom The dead woman's name matrimonial home and All parish programs and 
search, when the floor =ave has not been released, division of property must be actlvitlee wlllbe cancelled or 
decided by courts in federal postponed during this time. 
not provincial Jurisdiction. All are welcome to attend. 
WEATHER . . . . .  " 
North and West Vaneouver Thompson, Okanagan, Riverside Auto Wrecking t 
lslaad:Perlndsofrainteday Cloudytedaywithoeeasional Used Cars & Trucks becoming continuous and at rain beginning by evening. 
tlmee heavy ln the afternoon. Mostly cloudy Wednesday Ready for the road ~t Reduced Prices I 
Cloudy Wednesday with with Isolated showers or 
showers. Highs both days 8 flurries at the higher levels. ;,~ INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP [J 
to 10. Lows tonight 4 to 6. tlighs both days near 4. Lows r5 VOLKSWAGEN 
tonight zero to 2. 72 CHEV PICK.UP r1 
NorthernMalnland, Queen Columbia. Kootenay: 72 FORD! TON with STEEL FLATDECK 
Charlottes: Per iods Cloudy today with a few 
efltap3goff toshowers in the showers except snow 69 FORD F-250 [~ 
afternoon. Some interior showers in the northern 62 INTERNATIONAL 5 TON with FLATDECK 
mainland valleys will have Columbia region. Patches of R patches of freezing rain. treezing rain. Periods of rain 
Cloudy Wednesday with except snow In extreme 24 HOUR TOWING 
showers turning to snow northern Columbia region 4129 Substalion Road 
showers inland. Highs both beginning this evening. 
days near 8 lowering to 4 Cloudy Wednesday with rain 
Inland. Lows tonight near 4 tapering off to a few showers 635-6837 635-9383 
lowering to zero inland. In the afternoon. ~,,L_ ~ c_  rma.. - - - "1 :=;~- -~ 
who study weather -- have more than the 057 
tried to produce maps of millimetres averaged at 
world precipitation levels Victoria. 
with little complete in- The 20.year annual 
formation on rainfall and 
snowfall at sea. average at Station Papa 
Even recent maps have ig- between 1954 and 1974 was 
nored the data supplied by 683 millimetres, compared 
the sea stations, Knox adds. with 2,415 mfllimetres at 
Previous estimates of Prince Rupert, B.C., and 
northeast Pacific rainfall 1,068 mllllmetres at Van- 
had been grossly over- couver. 
estimated at about 2,000 Knox says the finding was 
mlllimetros a year, he says, surprising because it had 
whereas the true meas- been assumed the exposed 
urement by the weather sea- location of the ships and the 
Clone reveal less than half vigorous torms in the area 
that amount or :lust slightly would mean more rain. 
The statistics would in. 
dleate the role of the coutal 
mountains in caueing r~ 
was more important han 
previously thoughL 
Knox urged that a t~ 
should be altered to ~fm'm 
more with the findings o~ the 
two ships. 
Many ecientlste bellew the 
ships should be maintalned 
because of the value mid 
variety of informaUon 
supplied by the ships 
others believe the funds 
spent could be used ~m- 
where. 
NOW OPEN! 
• *h¢ Hunters Den 
in the 
Bavarian Inn 
with these luncheon specialties 
TENDERLOIN STEAK 
SANDWICH 
Served with l~?¢nch I'rles, tOSSed salod 
and your choice of dressinR, 
CLUBHOUSE SANDWICH 
Served with ~ rcnch Jties and ptckle]. 
TAHITIAN CRAB SANDWICH 
Served wath French fries 
QUICHE LORRAINE 
Served w,lh to~ed salad and housedreslmg. 
FRESH MUSHROOMS 
VIENNESE STYLE 
Breaded, fried crisply and 
sttt,td with tartar sauce. 
BAVARIAN STYLE 
OPENFACE SANDWICHES 
.~trv~'d On t~ bread and [Qt~tshed, 
FRENCH ONION 
SOUP AU GRATIN 
.~¢tved with hot tool o frye bread, 
GOULASH SOUP 
Served with hot touJ ol rye bread. 
Steamy, spicy mugs full • Don't miss 
to thaw your bones our complimentary" 
from the chill Hers D'Oeuvres 
of Winter from 5p,m. - 6:30p,m. 
Don't forget 
NEW YEARS CELEBRATIONS 
for reservations 
& information: 635"9161 
Bavarian /nn 
4332 Lakelse A'iJi~. i ~.,: ;,:,. 
Elegance is a suit 
called Shipley 
You'll wear this 
classically styled vested 
suit with confidence 
knowing you'l l  have 
that special "'look of 
success" that's always 
in style. Meticulously 
tailored in 100% 
imported worsteds 
SHIPLEY is available 
in a variety of stripes 
',rod solids furs  look 
of elegance and good 
taste in any season. 
SHIPLI 
'2600 
t t  available NA MiLL 
b 
,,', v'r 
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EDITOR'S 
JOURNAL • 
BY 
G.REG 
MIDDLETOb' 
It Wasn't more than minutes aRer Joe Clark's not- 
quite-governing party went down to defeat and the 
pundits of the press were telling everyone how much 
no one..wanted a winter election. 
Pe~'~nally I found that a little h~rd to believe. The 
NDP,and Liberal MPs obviously wanted an election. 
They voted for one. The federal Socreds wanted one. 
They, stood around in the corridor waiting for one. I 
also fllj~k Clark wanted one too. It was his party which 
didn't have all its members in the house. 
If you look ~oslely at Clark's background you'll find 
that ~election:campaigns are his specialty. He's 
worki~d or~ a let of them. In fact that's ,~bout all he's 
I i • . .~  . . done~Oh, e w~rked on a newspap..er a couple of hines, 
but d~en whel~he was supposed;to be a.student he 
open| most ~x is  time workin~ ~d ~done 's  cam- 
paig~ or W~i~l~g~ political speedhes: • I ~ ; 
I c~rtainly w~buldn't believe a journahst Who says'he 
or she didn't want an election. Elections ar~ great for 
the r]eporters and photographers' and Cameramen of 
the n'i~fion'd news media. ' " 
As for the public, that nebulous body of n ameiess 
and faceless voters, well, all they have to do is trudge 
down to the polls at the end of it all and many, if not 
roostS/won't even do that. 
It might be bad for business. The hotel, car rental, 
airline companies, as well as the advertising agencies 
and (he media will all make a buck or two. On the 
larger scene it might mean the bigger companies 
mig~be a little more cautious but as government 
decs~ot  of meddling and readjusting things when it 
is in ~u|l force they might welcome the lull: 
Thb only real complaint with a, her election is that 
it will cost about $50 million. 
I don't really shiP' that's a )t of money. The 
Liberals would give that away in g .mts in a few weeks 
and the Tortes were going to give t imost hat much to 
the multinational oil companies out of the oil and 
gasoline price hikes. 
I ldok at it this way. It's probably worth that much to 
keep the politicians busy for a couple of months. 
POET'S CORNER,  
By T.A.M. MCKAY 
!. THE LORD'S NEW YEAR 
Each day that we start a new, 
We ask the Lord to see us through. 
Eachi night as we lay our .head to rest, 
We thank the Lord for every test. 
So let us all in this New Year,  
Use qur time to spread Gods cheer. 
Let ~ through our word and deed, 
Prov~ the Lord will fullfill every need. 
If yo{Psee someone stumble and fall, 
Offer your hand, help them to stand tall. 
Sfiould someone harm you in anyway, 
Remember them, when to God you pray. 
Holding a grudge will just turn you sour.'. 
Placing you in the Devils evil power. 
Instead smile, be quietly forgiving, Show that with, 
Jesu~ you are living. 
If yot/believe in Jesus and hold Him dear, 
lie will guide you all through the New Year. 
By ALAN FREEMAN 
QUEBEC (CP) --" The 
February federal election 
has raised a spectre to haunt 
Premier Rene Levesqun -- 
the po~ible return of Pierre 
Trudeau as prime minister 
in the midst of the PartS 
Quebecois independence 
roferendum. 
It no doubt ook awhile for 
the impact to sink in since 
the premier was preoccupied 
last week with the Supreme 
Court of Canada which 
overturned portions of 
Quebec's Charter of the 
French Language. 
But the surprise defeat of 
the Progressive Con- 
servative government in 
Ottawa -- the same day as 
the Supreme Court ruling -- 
certainly must be weighing 
on Levesque, 
The results of last May's 
federal election suited him: 
Not only was Trudeau 
beaten, but the Con- 
servatives under Joe Clark 
accomplished the task by 
sweeping English Canada 
and electing only two 
members from Quebec. 
According to Levesque, 
the results showed that 
residents of Quebec and the 
rest of Canada are two 
different peoples with op. 
posed interests, 
Levesque also interpreted 
Trudeau's defeat as the end 
of French power in Ottawa, 
taking it as evidence that 
English Canada has had 
enough of French 
Canadians. 
Ironically, the May result 
brought atemporary truce in 
reiatious between Ottawa 
and Quebec. 
Under Trudeau, Quebec 
ministers like Jean Chretien, 
Andre Ouellet and Marc 
Lalonde never shied away 
from c~frontatton with the 
PQ. But the Clark cabinet 
refused to debate conflicting 
federal and provincial pol- 
icies. 
With only four Quebecers 
holding posts in the cabinet 
-- Supply Minister Roch 
LaSalle, Science Minister 
Heward Grafftey and 
! 
i • 
"L.. i, 
PIERRE TR UDEAU 
Spirit of election past 
Senator Jacques Flynn, who attacked Clark for delays in 
serves as justice minister -- 
the Clark government fig- 
ured its best way to deal with 
Quebec was to be as easy- 
going as possible, 
Even when Levesque 
federal investment plans in 
Quebec two weeks ago, Clark 
re{naed to fight hack. 
But most important of all, 
Clark swore not to get 
J ATRILL THINKS ,] 
by Thomas Atrill 
I have a solution to the U.S.-Iranian crisis. 
First, let us look at the desires and demands of the 
two countries: 
Iran wants the Shah. strong Quebec presence ~a 
U.S• wants the hostages freed. • Ottawa ooce again andIa 
Iran needs money. . ", federal,' cabinet anxious 11o 
U S needs Irnnian all ~ . ,~., get. Involved in tt|ee 
Rebellious students want authority. - . ' _ .i • ' • . . . . . . . . .  • referendu/n battle . . . .  ~ven m announcing 
Khomeuu needs rest and retwement, slanged resl~eation from ,~ 
The Middle East needs peace and prosperity "" ° "~ . . . . .  • Liberal leadership last 
u.~. neeas military bases in Iran. ' monthrTrudeau indicated he 
For many years, the United States has been called would cootinue to take an 
an imperialist country, meaning that they try to annex 
territory and expand the U.S. 'empire•' It is an idiotic 
concept, with no facts to back it up. However, my plan 
requires that the 'imperialist' epithet becomes a 
temporary reality. 
I want the U.S. to take Iran. Not invade and fight, 
only to retreat like a whipped dog, as they did in 
Vietnam. No; I propose a takeover patterned after the 
Russian conquest of Czechoslovakia. Quick, ef- 
ficient,rutlfless and almost bloodless. 
At that point, things will begin to fall into place. The 
hostages will be freed by U.S. Marines. Student 
criminals will be rounded up and jailed. Khomeini will 
be given a well-deserved retirement, otherwise known 
as imuse-arrest. The Shah will be returned to Iran, and 
installed as head of government. Oil will begin to flow 
again. U.S. and world money will begin to pour in to 
Iran. The lid will be on all subversives and socialists in 
Iran. The U.S. will obtain numerous military bases• 
Peace and prosperity will reign• 
Then the imperialist United Staes will quietly with- 
draw its forces• 
I expect o be chastised and reviled for thinking such 
thoughts. 
Greenpeace, The Sierra Club, The Society For 
Prevention of Everything Constructive (SPEC), and 
others, will call me a 'right-wing Fascist' or a 'running 
dog of the American imperialists' or worse. I care not. 
Their old friend, Chairman Mao, once said, "Power 
comes out of the barrel of a gun." 
What's good for the goose is also goocl for the gan- 
der, I guess. 
personally involved in the 
spring referendum on in- 
dependence, saying this was 
a matter for Quebecere to 
settle. 
If the Liberals win the 
federal election, it will be 
because they have boosted 
their support in the rest of 
the country -- especially. 
Ontario. 
Since it's unlikely 
Quebecers switch from 
voting Liberal federally, 
ouce again Fre~chspeaking 
Quefiecers would vote 
same way as much of Eng- 
lish Canada. :, 
And it would mean ~a 
active role in the referendutn 
camps)Ks. i 
If r ,e-elected, he could fie 
expected to further em- 
phasize that commitment. 
The federal electio.n 
ci~atea a"~ore difficult 
problem for Lovesque. The 
premier always has banked 
(m extensive media coverage 
of his government's every 
action. 
The text of the question in 
the spring referendum is to 
he made public this week, 
but it9 will be debated in 
detail when the assembly 
resumes sitting after the 
Christmas break -- likely in 
mid-February, just when the 
federal vote will take place 
and all eyes will he on Ot- 
tewa. 
Levesque will probably 
think twice about in- 
terveulng inthe electiea this 
time, as he did last spring 
when he lent tacit support to 
the Social Credit party under 
Fables Roy. 
That strategy ended in dl~ 
aster, with the Secrede drop- 
ping to six MPs from 
Quebec. One of them, 
Richard Janelle, later 
Jumped to the Torles. 
t 
Dear~Sir: 
I rdad with interest Nadlne Asante's Commentary 
on Columns in the Dec. 11 edition of the Herald, and 
must~ay that I was left puzzled because she appeared 
to be against my Brief on Forest Management without 
saying what she didn't like. I don't think that this is 
fair to the readers interested in the question. It 
reminds me of the story of the Irishman landing for 
the first time i~. America, and asking the first stranger 
he met'~nat type of Government they had. When he 
was itold, he said; "Well I 'm against it." 
My~aln concern is that Asante's comments left the 
impr~siort that this brief is ~e  first time I've shown 
my ~[~cern of this matte~-~which is completely 
wrong. Even, with the most elementary research, 
show would have known different. For those readers 
not familiar with my past interq~t I should give brief 
outline. ~'hen~those opposing my brief have a better 
opportunity Of attacking my~views which were 
outlined to spark discussion.,~ 
From • 1945 to 1952, I was a contract logger with 
horses. We are proud of our harVesting methods as 
witha horse we didn't damage young trees in mixed 
age stands. After being elected in~1952, I sat as a 
member on the Forest Committee df the Legislature 
until 1961, then was chairman until 1968. In 1945, and 
i,gain in 1956, I presnted a brief to the Slosh Royal 
I 
ON FOR ES T MANAGEMENT 
My neighborhood Vietnamese "boat person" got a 
job cleaning up automobiles over at the Budget Rent- 
a-Car agency• The local paper an his picture a couple 
weeks back and told us bout his new job. I guess they 
wanted to reassure us taxpayers that be wasn't living 
off welfare or anything. So there he 'Was, standing 
there in his Budget Rent-a-Car overalls, not looking 
like much or a threat to national security, racial 
purity or the absence of a hepatitis epidemic on our 
street. 
Apart from taking note of that momentous piece of 
information, I must admit that I've been rather lax. 
when it comes to waking up in the middle of the night 
in order to.worry about immigration. I realize that 
most normal Canadians regularly have their sleep 
disturbed by nightmarish visions of our country being 
overrun by swarms of multibued, foul-smelling 
varieties of homo sapiens who jabber at us with the 
forked tongues of Babel. 
At least that's what last week's Gallup poll reveals• 
In a survey conducted for the right-wing National 
Citizens' Coaltion, it was discovered that 64 per cent of 
Canadians disagree with the federal government's 
policy of admitting 50,000 Indochinese r fugees• (For 
26 per cent, even one boat person was one too many.) 
Coincidentaily, the poll results appeared just after 
federal Immigration Minister Ron Atkey told a 
meeting of shocked church leaders that the govern- 
ment was cancelling its commitment to sponsor one 
Vietnam refugee for every boat person sponsored by 
private groups (to a total of 50,000). 
Up 'tll then, I hadn't given the matter much thought. 
(Of course,I didn'tget ve.ry excited in 1957 either,our 
biggest pest-World War II immigration year, when 
250,000 newcomers arrived, many of them refugees 
from Hungary,and alarmists predicted our 
cheeseburgers would get covered with paprika. 
Twenty years later, and you can't tell 'a Hungarian 
from a Winnipeg Jets fan.) 
That's not to say I've been entirely inactive in 
combating the menace of immigration. But, like the 
government, I do it for purely political reasons rather 
~an as a matter of faith•'That is, whenever I feel I 'm 
danger of not being thought suffibiently' narrow- 
ininded, I'm not above casting the second or third 
at environmentalists, opponents of the death penalty, 
and perfect strangers to our shores (I'll even tell one 
or two bigoted jokes about Californians), just for the 
sake of credibility. 
Naturally, it's easier to get worked up about mad- 
dog mass killers or to make fun of Greenpeace than to 
doily ~ a tirade against immigrants. But just last 
morea, in mixed company, I wondered aloud about he 
wisdom of taking in 50,000 boat people, given the 
current unemployment rate• Even then, my heart 
wasn't really in it, since I knew perfectly well that 
~ter, Joe Clark.gets done dismantljng.Pe~r.oq~,and 
.lacking up t he.interest ra tes,,the, addlLiea,e[. ~l~68G,to 
the 'unemployed stats will be barely noticeabte. 
(Maybe I 'm just not cut out to be a right-winger, even 
for the sake of credibility.) 
Inany ease, I can depend on others to do most of my 
worrying about the preservation of English Canada 
for me. In fact, one of my journalistic olleagues down 
South (who's fondly known in the trade as "Bulldog" 
never lets a week go by without scrawling a stirring 
diatribe against another dark-skinned huddled mass 
being given to us. His dogged evotion to his pet peeve 
is awe-inspiring. • *, 
BuLldog is constantly hunched over his i)o~ket 
calculator proving that those 50,000 boat perople, just 
like fruit flies or rabbits, will inevitably multiply into a 
horde or 750,000. And then there are his authoritative 
medical pronouncements (a if he were trying to get a 
guest shot on Qulncy) that the Indochinese im- 
migrants are sure to cause a hepatitis plague. Any 
minute now, I expect him to rush out and tack up 
quarantine signs around the neighborhood, even 
though his startling scientific discovery is about as 
believable as saying all bulldogs have rabies. 
Before I join that angry mob about o drive all those 
people who have different noses (or different 
whatever-it-is that makes us so angry) into the sea 
like lemmings, there's just one thing I don't quite 
understand about our crusade to preserve English 
Canada. I mean, let's say all those figures about 
multiplying foreigners are correct, and that even the 
predictions about outbreaks of hemorrhoids or 
hepatitis or hickeys are true. Let's say, for the sake of 
argument, that English Canada really is, despite 
appearnaces to the contrary, about to dlappear. 
What I don't understand is this: why do we want to 
preserve it? 
I'm sure there's a perfectly good reason why we 
want to fight to the death to preserve English Canada. 
I just can't, for the life of me, think of it. 
Shelford replies to Asante's comments 
Commission on Forestry, and opposed my own party's 
position on Tree Farm Licences for large companies. I 
maintained that the independent contractor was 
getting a bad deal, and that management practices 
were inadequate. This most likely cost me a cabinet 
position for many years! 
As chairman of the Forest Committee, I was able to 
get the co-operation of the NDP and Liberals, and 
brought down a unanimous report to the Legislature 
each of the seven years I was chairman. Our main 
thrust o Government was better management which 
would require more money, and recommended a 
$500,000 a year increase ach year for ten years• Had 
this been carried out, we would be much better off 
today. 
Each year I took the committee to different areas to 
see first hand the problems and methods of re- 
forestation. We went to Washington State, Oregon, and 
all major logging areas of B.C. The value of this was in 
the form of education for all of us. I carried out the 
first thinning trial on my ranch in the early 1950's and, 
after several years, took the results right to the 
Legislature to prove that we could grow twice as much 
wood per acre in fewer years. 
In 1970, I went to the Soviet Union to observe their 
management practices which were impressive in 
many areas, l've been on logging panels, and have 
moderated panels, nearly every year for the last 20 
years in either Prince George, Kamloops, Vancouver, 
or Terrace. 
While with the Northwest Loggers Association, I, 
brought in speakers from outside, mainly from the 
NDP management and labour. During that time, we 
spent weeks on the Pierce Royal Commission on 
Forestry, and were pleased when he used six out of our 
nine points in his recommendations which gave credit 
to our local people. I also, wrote a monthly report 
called, "Northwest Viewpoint" which appeared in the 
local papers. Many of my ideas have been used in 
forest management seminars at U.B.C. and in logging 
publications. 
The most knowledgeable writer in the 34 years I've 
been involved was Pat Carney, columnist for the 
Vancouver Sun. Like myself, Pat urged more money 
and better management years ago. She was very 
thorough in her research and did a tremendous job in 
reporting the hearings in the area of Tree Farm 
Licenees for Can-Cel and Eurocan. She was able to 
analize all our positions and point out the weak points, 
and strongly support he better ones. This is the type 
of critizism all of us interested in the subject need. 
All of us who have been involved for many years 
recognize the need for constant forest acreage in order 
to carry out proper management-the same as in 
farming. If we lose valuable forest land for only 
tangle-use purpose, it upsets the entire concept of 
sustained yield• 
I hope this will give the readers ome idea of the 
concern that I have had over the years and trust they 
will come forward with contructive critizism all of us 
interested in the subject need. 
All of us who have been involved for many years •
recognize the need for constant forest acreage in order 
to carry out proper management-the same as in 
farming.' If we lose valualbe forest land for only 
single-use purpose, it ~upsets the entire concept of 
sustained yield. 
I hope this will give the readers ome idea of the 
concern that I have had over the years and trust they 
will come forward with constructive critizlsm so that, 
together, we can put forward an even better plan for 
the future. This area is far too important to the future 
"-~nomy of the Province for writers to oppose briefs 
~.,d ideas solely for political purposes. I must give 
credif to members of all parties in the Legislature 
during that time as they were always big enough to 
stand above this sort of thing and make concrete 
proposals, or critizism , for the betterment of the 
• industry, and the economy, which affects all of us 
regardless of party politics. 
Sincerely, 
Cyril M. Shelford 
. . _ . . . :  " , " . |~ . -  : . . ' .  . . . . . .  .-: . . . _ _  : : , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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He Deserves 
Small Hello 
By Ab iga i l  Van Buren 
, 1919 by Ch is igo 'T r tbune-N.Y .  News  Synd.  Inc .  
DEAR ABBY: When I telephone a business executive, I 
expect HIM to answer the telephone. I don't want to waste 
my time telling some $700-a-month coffee-break secretary 
who I am, and wby rm calling. 
An executive who can't pick'up the phone and say '*Hello" 
shmddn't be an executive. 
I once called someone and his secretary asked, "Wh.o's 
calling?" 
I said, "This is Kelly's Bar, and he has about $100 worth of 
tabs here, and I want to know when he's coming in to cover 
them," (How did I know his secretary was his wife? It cost 
him a mink stole.) 
So, all you big-shot executives out there, when Someone 
calls you, picE up the phone and say '*Hello." No  more 
"Who's calling?" 
BII, L IN LONG BEACI t  
DEAR BILL: You rattled the wrong cage, mister. ![ l 
didn't have n m~retmry m~reening my calls, l'd never be able 
to answer my mall or write this eolumn: And please don't 
begrudge n secretary ~r  co|fee break. She •.needs it after 
trying to deal with people like )'aul 
DEAR ABBY: I'm engaged to a terrific gal, but Suzic ~ind 
I don't see eye to eye on one small matter. : 
Last Saturday we had a date for a formal dinner dance'.at 
• . . i a prwate cub. I rented atuxedo, and Suzw sa~d she w ,s s~ 
prising me with a neat new outfit she bought cspccially liar 
the occasion. " - • :' 
When she came to .the "door, I was surprised, all right! 
Abby, she was wearing a TUXeDO-exactly like mine! I
was speechless. I knew she was hurt, but I had to tell her~e 
truth. I had bought her a corsage but it would have h)ol~cd 
ridiculous on a tuxedo, so she left it home. I knew ~e 
wanted to wear the tux, so I didn't ask her to change int~a 
dress. . ' ::, 
Well, wbwent to thc"dance'ldok'ing il~e"il irother illd 
sister act; she was the only female there in a tuxedo. I ~ls 
uncomfortable allevening, but she thought she hmkcd gro~tt. 
Anyway, I felt funny dancing with someone who was dress- 
ed like me, 
Am I old-fashioned? I wonder how many ether men l'et, i'as 
I do. ONE "rux IS ENOUGI t  
DEAR ONE TUX: gome women look great in tuxedos, 
mul it's luk im~ble ,  b i t  r l l  wager that  most  men prefer  a 
more femlni~e, lmk for a formal affair. 
DEAR ABBY: The 31-year-old ivorce~ who has one ~Itild 
and @~n-ts nnot he~'~ said.she had no:husbadd o~ boyfriend~ bnt 
considered asking some guy' to '*do bar a favor" and father 
her child, rm glad you told her to scrap the idea. She's a fool. 
But any guy who'd consent o granting h,r the "favor" 
would be a bigger fool 
When her baby is born, it will cost money. As the c~ild 
grows, the costs increase. When she needs money, she will 
ask for it. When her request is refused, she will apply for 
welfare. When she goes on welfare, the state will file a 
paternity suit. When paternity is declared, the father's 
wages will be garnished. When his paycheck doesn't come, 
' his wife will discover the whole ~ffair. 
I'm not just guess ng. I know, because it h~@pgned.to me. 
That one *'favor*' bus cost me $10,000 so far~, and 'I'llbe 
paying for it for another 15 year~! 
Sign me...  
"HAD DAD" IN S.F. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BROKE FROM KEEPING UP 
WITH THE JONESES": ~'aur problem wns analyzed well 
by 8en~mla Frmklin w l~ I~ ~dd: '~he eyes of other 
people are ~e eyes that rubn us. If all but myself were 
blind, I s~k i  w~t  ne i ther  Iin.e clothes,  f ine houses nor fur- 
nituro." 
. . . .  _ _1  
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at n distance. Be consistent 24 Warble 2 Black gold Geraint 39 Egyptian 57 ~8 ] , B~"  
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(July 23 to . 
Keep spending within 
reasonable limits. The pursuit 
of happiness could prove CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Petermcm 
costly. Be willing to save time 
matters. Listen carefully to " ' ~ ~O~ o 
members. Children bring ~ ~ %Q: , . .~  I 
contentment. 
LIBRA ' :  " =111= ~ l 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
YOU can do much te soothe '" ~ i~_   ( ,  ~ I 
an irritable person by day's 
• end~ Pay special attention to 
details and little squibs of ~ ii¢ ~ ~ - ~ ! ~  
conversation ow. ~-a~,)6 . , 
ni,,li£ (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Finances need watching. A 
friend may be lax about an : ' 
obligation. Nevertheless, tbe the WIZARD OF ID By, Brant Parker and Johnny Haff 
p.m. favors socializing with q 
old friends, f i l l ,@ / /~  "~ I r  ~ ~ ~,q~,~ ,,, ' SAOIT~ARIUS . . . .  - ~VH ~.-.~: . . . . .  !, 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 'f~U 
i I )I I ) . , Show othersbeYoU'rehanded con- ' "~']~.~...]'~'/] ] ~ " / ' - i .seientious and a career op ~ q  !~. .~L4.  ~ "~l'~hI,' "1. " : - 
. . . . .  • . . . . . . .  ' ' - '  
However, ~eeure financial, " ' "~" : :K ! : '~]~ I I ~ ~ l  "r~AT~ ~ 
CAPRICORN promis,,agreements in lisu of vague; difficult (Dec. Someo, 22 OorJan, at i' 19) ,stance dif iep,ty. ~ is " ~:1 : - : ~ ~ ~ "  ~ .  l ~ l  ~ ~ . 
Forget past slights and : • , 
display that loyalty that your 
sign is known for. ~ : ~ .. 
AQUARIIJS ~ ~;~, '? ' ~... 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ,'~J=-'~ . . . .  ~ '.*, • 
Settle only for ironclad 
f inancial agreements. B,C. . .... By Johnny Ha : 
Otherwise, others may not 
keep their word. Friends may "~ fc '~-~ ~" ~ - 
be a source of concern. " - ' -~-~~ ~ .| NI;t,l. ~,~: l .  n ~ OLD I~  -~ (~,D ~ I ~  ~: )~ i~  [~ ~i~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) , ..,; 
Career dealings require ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ r  . ~  
careful concentration now. Be ~ 
alert. Do nothing to arouse ' 
other's jealousy. Loyalty t _ 
brings affectienate responses, ,, .e~ 
o 
. , t  ,,~ 
DOONESBURY : By C lrry Trudemi 
klAT~ 7O~P M~ M), r~ l l  l I CZ391MIrfEP O~ YOU'~ NO~ / l I~ I 
YOUR Fg-/f~PZ~F'~5 ~u~o ' I I f A6P-E~ NITH HIM, ~ 7HI_Nt~ 
L . . . . . .  ~" \ 
I / [~- )~ ' I ,K  1/I I ~  
tiffiPt^fl 
i ~ ( 
1 
"Mr. 5mrnes here is the best teacher we have." 
. . . . . .  ~ -~-:--~ ........ ~ .................................................... H~ r, ,i .......... : ......................... 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
,,,i 
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By Stan Lee and John Romlta 
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B.C. fishermen look 
at offshore grounds 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A side and it can be dangerous for black cod and nets for 
handful of B.C. fishermen 
are heading into uncharted 
waters with new ships 
deslgned especially to lake 
advantage of Canada's 200- 
mile fishing limit. 
They're nearching for fish 
which prefer to swim as far 
away as the contlnental 
shelf, .about 120 ki]omel~ea 
offshore, in uncharted 
waters. 
Until now, most West 
Coast fishermen have been 
content to fish up to 40 
kilometres offshore and 
leave the deelmea catch to 
shllm from Japan, Korea, 
and the Soviet Union. 
But, foreign vessels have 
been told to leave Canadian 
waters by the end of 1981 and 
fishermen like Daryl Knott 
are building stem trawlers 
capable of Is,lowing the 
black cod and other iP'otmd 
fish. 
KnoWs Sea Crest is one of 
only six such boats 
registered in B.C. They have 
a stem ramp over wlllcli 
trawl nets are hauled, M01t 
trawlers still bring their nets 
in over the side, a Job that ls 
dangerous, if not stupor.e,  
in high seas. 
"My boat Is safer• ff I'get 
caught in bad weather 
became it has the stern 
ramp," Knott eaid in an 
interview. "Others have to 
bring their nets up over the 
...eepectaliy If you have bad 
weather or any kind of 
swells." 
Altboush the stern 
trawlers are new to the West 
Coast, they're the standard 
east coast and European 
fishing vessel, said Bill 
Cleaver, a partner in the 
naval architect firm of 
Cleaver and Welklngshaw 
which designed Sea Crest. 
Rougher weather on the 
east coast compelled 
fishermen to switch to stem 
trawlers long ago, Cleaver 
said. 
The West Coast trawlers 
are also much smaller than 
the east coast and foreign 
typos, about 24 ~ompared 
with 85 metres. The fisheries 
department will not allow 
W~t Coast fishermen to 
build their trawlers any 
larger because they're 
afraid too many large 
trawlers will deplete fish 
s t~ks, Knott said. • 
Those vessels must 
have sonar and map-making 
gear because there are no 
fllhlng charts available 
~yond 200 fathoms. 
" I ' l l  have to chart the 
whole coast for myself and 
keep them on file so I'll know 
where to fish frown trip to 
trip," Knott said. 
The Sea Crest is one of only 
three vessels in the province 
eqgipped with bath traplinee 
~round fish such as hake,' 
dogfish, flounder, sole and 
turbot. 
The vessel has almost 78 
kilometres of trapllnes 
which will allow it to fish 
more than 1½ kilometres 
deell. It can stare 280#00 
pom~ds offish in refrigerated 
sea water or qulckfrseze 
150,@0 pounds. 
The vessel has a bow 
thrmter, which allows it to 
move sideways to maintain a 
beadin8 in strong winds or 
ttde.~ It is a "shirt-sleeve 
trawler" meaning all con- 
trois and deck gear are in the 
wheelhouse which has 360- 
degree visibility. 
Knott said that althongh 
Canadians will soon have 
complete control over their 
offshore fishing 8rounds, 
theytre going to face stiff 
competition in foreign and 
domestic markets from U.S. 
offshore fishermen. 
REFUSES COUNTY TAXE8 
NEWTON, Mmm. (AP) -- 
Newton aldermen want to 
abolish county government 
because they say it 
duplicates services. So, for 
the s~nd consecutive year, 
they have voted not to pay 
$600,000 the town owes in 
county taxes. County of- 
flciels vow they will go to 
court to get their money. 
I OPEN; 
I 
ENROL NOW 
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
HOME STUDY COURSES 
I 
Applications are now being accepted for high. ~ichool, voca- 
tional and university courses. Closing date for applications is 
December 23. 
HIGH SCHOOL courses for Grade X and Grade XII c.omple- 
tEen . . . . . . .  : . ;  
, .  . . . . .  , .  
VOCATIONAL courses for cert i f icates in Business 
Management, Business Office Training, Electronics, Motel 
Management ahd Restaurant Management. 
UNIVERSITY courses for B.A. or B.Sc. degree course com- 
p let ion in Admin is t i 'a t ion ,  Bio logy,  Computer  Studies,  
Economics, Engiish, Geography; History, Mathematics, Psy- 
chology and Sociology. 
For information, calendar and application form write or 
telephone (collect cal ls  accepted): 112- 563- 4237 
Open Learning Institute 
<1 531 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 2L4 
This youngster finds that it's just as much Sun and no line ups 
Photo by Gre9 Mlddleton 
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Khonieim's revolution 
Ayatollah' Ruhollah Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho- group of mullahs who preaching overtltro,w .of 
Khomelnl directed the melnL began playing his words the .shah were taken to 
cUmartlc stage of hi, As the strt~le against in-the mosques in mid- lran and distributed 
revolution against flhah Shah Mohammed Reea '1928. among mullahs favorable 
Me.hummed Resa Pahtavlwas reaching its Prom his exile from to the Fedayesn Islam 
Pablavl from a eoltagn in climax, the wxds of the ' Iran in 1~1 until October, who played them in the 
a French village 3,-N0 imam called on the people 1978, Khsmelni was . mosques. 
kllometres from Ir is .  to rise against he shah, relatively isolated in the The toping operation 
Here ta a report on how It throw off the yoke of Shitie holy city of NeJd in grew after his arrival in 
was done. fsreign influence and aremotepartoflraq.H/s France in October, 1W8, 
B y J E F F R E Y crush the politlciaos he 'only c~tact with Iran and the clktribuflon ex. 
ULBRICH said were bleedlng the was throt~h uccaslonal panded. Tehran music• 
PARIS (AP) -- In the I ~  of Its riches. ' communiques smoggled stores began to slip Khe- 
drabbackroomofaemall For his rise from oh.. inbyasn/allclreleoffol, melni cassettes in with 
cottage in the French seurity In the exlreme lowers to a hard.sore cassettes of music par. 
village of Neauphlele- right-wing Fedayeen group of supporters chased by customers. As 
Chateau, two tape- Islam of Iran's SMite centred in Qom. the revolution grew, they 
copying machines Mealom clergy to the It was in NeJef, were passed about 
whirled relentlessly in ruler of a major o11- however, that the openly_ 
late 1978 and early 1979, producing nation of 35 ayatollah'formulated his- In ,he  hack room of 
reproduc ing  the  million people, Khomelni cassette tactic. Khomeinits modest 
revolutionary words of owes a lot to the small His early tapes h • a dq u a r t e r s a t 
. .  Neauphie-le.Chateau, 32 
. . . .  kilometrea southwest of 
Park,. young supporters 
werekept busy operating 
the two tapecopylng 
machines. Each time the 
ayatollah spoke, one of 
the youths would record 
his remarks, then rush 
back to make copies. • 
In the later days, these 
recording were pasasd 
by telephone to Tchran. 
The cassettes are 
believed to have played a
significant role in the 
revolution, but they 
reached only a limited 
number of people in lran. 
But  fo l low ing  
Kbomeini's arrival in 
Prance and the spread of 
the anti-chsh movement 
in lran, news 
.correspondents flocked to 
Neauphle-le.clmteau to 
report on the ayatollah's 
remarks and reactions to 
developments in bis 
co,mary. 
Sexsaid behind violence 
LONDON, Ont. (CP) -- 
The key to homicides, child 
abuse and • other kinds of 
violent behavior may be 
rooted in the most primal 
instinct -- reproduction, 
says a McMaster University 
~Tbaycholog 1st. 
t's the theory of Martin 
Daly, whose statistical 
studies show, among other 
things, that more mates are 
murdered in their peak 
breeding years than at any 
other time of life. 
Daly calls this the 
"reproductive strategy" -- 
somethin~ akin to the an- 
cient jungle taw of survival 
of the fittest-- and Thursday 
he taid it out before a zoology 
seminar at the University of 
Westtm Ontario. 
"Perpet ra tors  of 
homicides show the same 
general age characteristics 
u their victims," Daly said. 
"It seems the same bunch 
who are killing are also 
tieing killed." 
Using data complied from 
homicides in the United 
States and e lsewhere,  Da ly  
noted that a significant 
percentage involved 
"squabbles over women." 
While much of Daly's 
lecture seemed simply to 
undel'seore fundamental 
anthropological information, 
he and colleague Ma~o 
Wtkon have come up with 
the figures to prove it. 
• "We are reasonably 
confident this is con- 
servative data," he said. 
"The mortality risk from 
external causes in males is 
highest at age 20. It also 
chows up as the peakyear in
deaths by homicides," 
Similar detailed studies on 
incidents of child abuse have 
shown that offspring in 
fami l ies  where  one parent  
has remarried or taken 
another partner run the 
greatest risk of physical 
harm. 
And to take Daly's charts a
step further, there may 
indeed be same,hang to the 
stereotyped image of the. 
mean and creel stepmother. 
They show that incidents 
of child abuse are far higher 
in ,antilles where one of the 
parents Is a step-parent. 
Daiy said literature on 
child abuse now is showing 
the effect hat close mother- 
infant contact shortly after 
birth has on a child's 
development and m ms- 
ternal or paternal feelings. 
"A specific maternal bond 
to a child can he formed 
shortly.efter birth," he said, 
adding that significant 
results have been obtained 
from studies made in 
hospitals between mothers 
who see their Infants only for 
brief periods of feeding and 
throe that allow maternal 
contact for 12 hours in the 
first two days. 
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Camp' looks at May 22 
By CllRIS MORI~ " : ~ the personal impact early in the campaign Camp says Clark was seen 
FREDERICTON (CP) the camPalSnin8 had ~ me As well, he says, the as a Jerk and a wimp. His 
The"unthinkable'!Jeaclark stthebackofthelmsinstead UIz~'els were demoralized awkwardness, shallow 
is pitted against the 01thefrontofthebusandthe and boi led down in a conversation and youth 
"unready" Pierre Trud~u It j~gls to be reanonchly campaign that lacked 
as Dalton Camp chronicles qb~tlve about Trudasu and coherence and thrust. 
political party fears in ~ lg"  be says. 
Points of Departure, bla ! " I  don't think I ever gc~ 
newly released book on the t~mdtoR....l'maomcthingof 
li~i., federal sl~ion ~n+~ i pet.~onilt and co,id 
patgn. . " ", ~vl r  stop faelingannoyed 
Camp, alongtimspower~ llbenleawthingsbeing done 
the Progressive ; Coil- badly by campaign 
=r~'=."  servstlve party and.vct4~.~l Camp says, promlMng such 
of numerous elect!an . .Mo~t of the bed ml ikes  "lunatic" initiatives as 
cami~dffm, add i n~ i  In- clli'Oidcled by Camp hip. moving the Israeli emhamy 
tervtew the May Ill allctkii ~ In the LlberM cam- .and dlsbandin8 Petro- 
mlrked a turnl~ point Ip" I~lin, He says he was 
Canadian history IS  the Ionb lhed  that  the Ubere ls  
Torlea became .the for- ivem so unprepared for the 
mldable force in fsdsral and diet/m, a lack of readintm 
Claude,  ~ .•  :,  
He says the Couservstlvei 
won because Canadidni 
wanted Wudsau ot~i iha 
Torten ran a smoo~a;, mdri 
energetic ampil!n; ..thb 
news media were as Uofatr to 
Trudseu is they weril to 
Clark and the new prime 
' ndnister Is much s~Mter 
than most people ~; '  ",. 
Camp, now llvln i in a 
peaceful country act,hi 8
near Frederlcton, l i y l  
Points of Departure rell!d~ 
his personal atrualle to 
maintain objectivity frQm 
the back of the eamPiin blm 
in the company orchard- 
tklnking, herd.worklng and 
cynical news rep=Wrt ~" ; 
"What I tried fo i Was ek~ 
The Coniervatlve cam- 
,w~,  on the other hand, 
a model of efficiency 
and teeimieally far superior 
to the Liberal eampal~." 
The Torisa made their 
mlltakas on the platform, 
Canada. 
Camp says Clerk made a 
made him "unthinkable" to
many as prime minister. 
the Liberals picked up 
momentum following the 
May 13 television debate 
between the three leaders. 
Camp says Clark was not 
nervous prior to the televised 
debate, but one of the prime 
minister's problems Is 
constant fretting by his staff 
about his ability to conduct 
himself effectively in.pablie. 
Camp felt a "great deal of. 
eerinul error over Petro- sympathy" for Trudeau 
Canada but cannot back during the campaign 
provlm~l ~liticl; ; mqrtm~d inthe use of five- away from it because of the because of ths load of per- 
"It also a l l  thtt for the sonel year-old film clips of declslon to shelve the .endpo|Iticalpmblems 
first time, an .over. i Tt~kan for televi,den ads proposed embassy move. he had to carry. 
-.+--'"-",'. ,""-I + you're 
• iv,',, the r~plillUl# of 
m~dng the necemu7 ,to- 
Justmentl with preach 
~da.~ ksep tl~ count~ 
together. • . ; 
Camp Says he ~.to .  
write a book on the el!ella! 
"'"'"" taikin'taste. pearbd ths writ wu a~u~.~ ! be lmmed. He was co~itneed the i,~ectlou, f~ '~ amed two years lster, would be'a watershed declsloh .foi 
v /on ob 
T .aee W/nners 
ew f/e,   w///& announced at t/m  
-.. 
• t ,,t~ 
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U N I O N  M A D E  
CARLING O'KEEFE BREWERI 
® 
I I/c...s+,ll 
PLY/'viOUTH VOLARE 
BASIC PRICE ° ' 
I)EP~:NI)ABI.E 3.7+ SI.ANT SiX EN(IINF. 
T(iRQUEFLITE AIJTOMAI'I(' 'I'RANSMI.~%I( iN 
POWER STEERING 
GLA~S-Bh'I,TED WItI'rF, WAI,I+ I~ADIAI, 'I'IRF~ 
DELUXE WItEEI. COVEIL~ 
BODY SIIJE TAPE S'I'RII'F;% 
WHEEL-I.II' MI }IJI.IJlNGY, FR(iNT AND REAR 
BUMPEIt GIIARD5 FRONT AND REAII 
1'01AI. 
. . . . .  vi-it.ai& . . . .  ~l-R~,iTi-n']' - t H)XII, IN 
$5N77.111i $51E|4.1111 $5!11;I ilil 
HI*I) 91l(I.?li 7Illl .'dl 
~'1'1). '.IHtl.4il :l!tl4.ii~ 
.~'1'1 ) I H8+511 I!I:l..lli 
.~+l'll. 54.:1ll .T.I.I5 
~'1'1 i. 51L71i 5ii.511 
.~'i'11 3II.HII :17+Iiil 
NI'l l - .~'l'll 
.~'1'1) 2&i l l  .3:1 73 
.... ++47"-;-li; ..... .+lm:l----~.-,m"7- T "+7i1"i77 ~- 
i "  l~q 'd  li lt rllalltll+H h i r l , ,  .. +,i t(t~-.l i . , l  r l.tdJl i i , i i  i, +ii Hdi l l4hh,  It, .III , l lhh+.h,' l l  ~, . i I ,  i'+. 
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TERRACE CHRYSLER 
, LTD. " *"  vv--~OU ~({/~ ~ w..- 0A44+ ~ __~/~/~ + , 
4916 Hwy. 16 W. ! 
635-7187 Dealer Number lq~O 7~1~14('#I 0 '~  
DON30A 
ii II • •1 
,# 
I 
1980 BEST V E: 
• _:! t 
+. ,  
7 
q !+ ,; 
IO  : ! 
• + . ~_ . _~_ .~ 
' No. I in gas economy 
I 508 l  lllllllP~ km (78.4 km per g a l l .  .... 
off list pricesl f,o,o+,oJ Dodge & Plymouth 
.... 7 .0~km (65kmperga l )  dealers are dealing 
on these great 
! gel s.vers 
Feature rocked 
8.7 (+,o+..o.,, 
)o z. DEe TIRRACE, oCHRYsLER. 
pray P/ckup 4916 Hwy. 16 W. 
Dealer aAmmm d~Ig  
w.v  ,w mm (52,9 km per gel) O~' f |  61 Number D00430A 
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die Cotret 
to run 
in Quebec 
I 
Grits 
tried 
to s top 
the vote  
By STEPHEN SCOTT 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A 
former Liberal cabinet 
minister attempted to 
stop the Commons 
defeat of the minority 
P rogress ive  Con- 
servative government 
last week that forced 
Canadians into a winter 
e lec t ion ,  New 
Democratic Party 
sources say. 
Jean Chretlen, former 
finance minister and a 
prospective candidate 
for the leadership ofthe 
Liberal party ff Pierre 
Trndeau steps down, is 
reported to have offered 
a deal to the NDP. 
The proposa l ,  
rejected by NDP Leader 
Ed Broadbent, would 
have meant the 
minority Progressive 
Conservative gov- 
ernment would have 
survived the NDP 
motion of no-confidence 
in its budget Thursday 
night. 
That would have 
meant Prime Minister 
Clark would net have 
asked Gov.-Gen. Ed 
Scin'eyer on Friday to 
dissolve Parliament and 
Canada would not be 
faced with the Feb. 18 
general election. 
The government was 
defeated on an NDP 
motion that condemned 
the budget -- presented 
in the Commons last 
Tuesday --  on the: 
grounds the Con- 
servatives did not live 
up to May 22 election 
campaign promises to 
reduce taxes, among 
other things. 
The Liberal caucus, 
against the better 
judgment of some of its 
members, decided not 
only to support the 
motion but to make sure| 
all its members were on| 
hand for the vote. i 
On the day of the vote, • I 
it became obvious the i 
minority government 
could not defeat the 
motion because the five- 
member Social Credit 
caucus, which had been 
supporting the govern- 
ment, decided to ab- 
stain. Three Con- 
servatives could not 
make it for the vote, 
while all but one Liberal 
end all New Democrats 
were there. 
Liberals heeded the 
call to be on hand for the i!!i 
vote but some were il
unhappy at the prospect 
of bringing down the 
government at a time 
when Trndeau had an- 
nounced he was slap- 
ping down and there 
was nobody to step into 
his shoes immediately. 
So, NDP sources ay, 
Chretien approached 
Lorne Nystrom, in- 
fluential New Democrat i 
from the Saskatchewan! 
const i tuency  o f  
Yorkton-Melville, with 
an offer to keep seven 
Liberals away from the ~ 
voting ff the NDP could i 
keep two more away. 
The government went 
down Thursday night by 
a vote of 139 to 133. 
The NDP sources aid i
Nystrom took the offer 
to Broadbent, whol 
rejected it in part be- i 
cause the NDP feels it 
can make substantial 
gains in an election. 
There was no attempt 
~'~ discover whether 
Chretien had the power ~ 
to keep seven Llberais ~ 
~way from the con- ~ 
ridence motion. Only i~!! 
r~ne Liberal was absent. ~:i 
Chretien could not be 
reached for comment on 
the allegation. 
Prime Minister Clark 
already has denied 
reports he offered Social 
Credit MPs amend. I ments to the budget 
proposals presented by 
rmanee Minister John 
Croebie in return for 
support in the con- 
fidence vote. 
ELEGANT 
LONG GOWNS 
Vanous styles in red and 
black. 100% nylon. 
S~zes S-L. 
By JOHN FERG.USON 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Sen. 
Robert de Cotret, (me of Joe 
Clark's most powerful 
ministers and the constant 
butt of oppealtlon criticism, 
will resign from the upper 
chamber and run for the 
Progressive Conservatives 
in the rural Quebec riding of 
Barthler.MaRkinonRe. 
Clark made the mmounce- 
meat Monday night before 
about 50O cheering party 
workers as he kleked'off his 
campaign for the Feb. 18 
general election in the 
"province that is going to 
give us a majority ,gov- 
erument." 
The Conservatives won 
only two of Quebec's 75 
ridings in the May 22 election 
that gave Clark 186 seats --  
six short of the 142 needed for 
a Commons majority. Social 
Credit MP Richard Janelle 
later Joined the 
Accompanied ~ayrtYls wife 
Maurcon McTecr, Clark is 
tbe.flrot leg of a week-tong 
mat will take hbn into 
Toronto and southern On- 
tario and then to Winnipeg, 
Edmonton, his Alherta 
constituency of Yellowbead 
. and Vancouver. 
De Cotret headed a list of 
hJgh profile candidates Clark 
unveiled during a speech 
that dwelt heavily on the 
work he said his government 
has done to make Quebecers 
more at home in Con. 
federation. 
. . . . . . . . .  Liberals said without TheHera la ,  iuesd~y, December t8  y . . . . .  The list included Marcel" byelectlon I  Ottawa-CeJlire, riding that runs northwest of 11 @ 1 31  "~ 
Maeae, amin~ter Jnthe l=t  but failed to win re.electiou Montreal. ChOiCe  on leactersz l lp  provincial Union Nationale in May'. Clerk's decision to That work, whichhad been 
governmen[:eplaced by the , appoint him to the Senate interrupted by the Liberals 
Liberals 1970, Andre and to give him two of the" ,and the NDP when they ' 
Payette, currently Clark's meatpowerkdport/oliealn toppled the govornmeat.lnst ~~ai~o~dt i~e l~a~ iT~y2/~on~sl~ki f i l  I ~r~!t~abababa m~i~i~le~rn:o~d~e ~ ~o~a~ly~sn~ei~.  ~ communicatiousadvlaerand cabinet --  economic Thursday ,  inc luded There's Retiree to chine the voters' disillusionment "the message is still am. worthy from Manitoba and 
unsueeeesful candidate May development and industry, . movement for constitutional another leader. An interim with ~ in the May 22 bivalent. It would be Art Phillips from Vancouver 
22 in the Montreal riding of trade andcommerce--druw reform, getting the country's leader "is unacceptable to election, Mitchell replied: falsifying the truth to say Centre. 
Saints MaNe and Marcel constant opposition fire. financial affairs in.order and ~ levi ~ ~ !  ~ nl'~r~w~aei ~ ! !  the party as being too "That's a very fair s tate - there 'sast rong movement Meanwhile, former B.C. 
DaRts, newly-elected presi. De Cotter said in an in- developing an energy pulley weak." Anyway, the party meat." from the base up. The West Liberal leader Gordon 
dent of the, Quebec Coo- terviewCiarkaskednimto that would achieve self would ask to be involved in AsourcedeaetoTrudeau, is looking for a change of Gibson, rumored as' a 
sarvatiw party, try to win a Quebec seat. He sufficiency and an end to re- choosing ata interim leader who asked to remain leader." possible leadership can- 
De Cotret was first elected said he had been approached ' liance upon foreign oll rather than leaving it all to . anonymous, said Trudeau Of the 30 Liberal national didate, says he has not made 
in an October, 1978| by party officials'of the supplies., caucus. ' agreed to continue u leader executive members, l0 are up his mind about running 
Asked itTrudeau is an un- providing he received a from the west of Ontorio, but for a federal Liberal seat 
"So, innoway, is there any moating be given from 15 to Gerry Mazzei, con. the leadership? "My mind happy choice among strung request to do so. only two Liberal MPs are "until things have settled 
. . . . . . . .  ,,r ~ ,  -7  -- :>. 1~'~: - '~  ' aRernaUve but to ask Pierre 30 d~ys in advance of the stitutional chairman of the boggles." Mitchell said. Western Liberals because of But Monday afternoon incumbent -- Lloyd Ax- down a bit." 
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ENTICING 
BABY DOLLS 
100% nylon in various 
styles. Red and black. 
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3 PAIR PACK OF MEN'S 
STYLISH SPORT SOCKS 
Old socks wearing thin. Choose from wl~ite, blue or 
brown assortments• Fds t0.13 
K mar! After Sale Price 4.67 
• re.r,  IIR-  Sale mE V V Prlce~: . • • BaCk 
• " :V  ()f3 
, j 
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PACK A SAVING IN !~ 
DURABLE LUGGAGE ~t,, 
Side zip luggage with rigid aluminum binding 
and expanded vinyl in tan, navy and burgundy• 
24"BAG I I =9".A'=- w,*,.,.s I K mart Regular ~m~l .  i K mart Regular m m ~ ]  ILisiPrice38.a8 '=~00 I lLislPrire52.88 ~O~l  
uu : - ;  
l ieu W V ; ~ ~, ..... '..... 
ANTIQUE LOOK KEY 
WOUND MANTLE CLOCK 
Enhance the look of your fireplace! Black face and 
gold tone numerals. Plastic woodgrain finish• 
K mart Regular List Price 13.77 
Kmart 4 '177  special ~ M' J' 
Good Vd ue. 
7 PIECE SILVERSTONE 
ALU2MI  rNt c~o~Me COu cOoK nWs. 4~ REd u ShEeTs n 
w hd and 10" frypan S~lverstone' non-sUck surface. 
K mart Regular List Price 44.97 
K mart O n 9 7  
Special emml~ ~ ~- -  
Price V~I~ Set 
i,,=~ I ~:~ ~:• ~: 
;•i/~ ::~i:i/!iiii~i/!i ~  ¸
• : - : i :  ! : i i•  i 
~:: ~!~: .... ~ ;~ . . . . .  • !.i ~ 
Save sO°° 
'VINTAGE" PUNCH BOWL 
SET FOR ANY OCCASION 
Glass 6 quart capacdy bowl. plashc ladle and 8 glass 
6 oz. punch glasses wdh plast=c hangers 
K mart Regular List Price !1.44 
Kmart 0 9 4  special ~ ~ - -  
Price V Set 
/ /  
Save Valuer 
PACK OF 3 BRUT 33 
MEN'S HAND. FOOTBALL 
KERCHIEFS TRAVEL KIT 
Gift boxed whde Splash on lotion, 
handkerchiefs. 200mL. St=ck 
Asstd borders, deodorant. 75 g. 
Approx 16 x 16". Skin moisturizer, 
t20 mL. 
K matt Regular K mart Regular Lisl Price 3.87 List Price 7.99 K mart Special 
t •. . .  • 
Cheers! 
• ..;i./ :i! 
31 PIECE BAR SET KEEPS 
YOUR BAR WELL STOCKED 
Includes 6 of each 5 ;; oz. juice. 6 ~ oz On.the- 
Rocks. 9':. oz htghball. 12 oz. beverage. 16 oz 
brewmaster plus one shot glass. 
K mart Regular List Price 17.44 
Kin.,, '11 "il 63  Special ~ 
Price I I Se t 
HERSHEY'S 13 OZ. YORK 
TASTY Y&S CRUNCHY 
LICORICE BLANCHED 
ALLSORTS PEANUTS 
A favorde ~ 600 g box A party es,,enhaP 
* ' " "  2!] Kmart Sale Sate 
Price Price 
HERSHEY'S HERSHEY'S 
l~~~~_ ~ 1 ~  ~ J ~ ~ I ~  l ~ ~  ' = ~ ~ ~ / ~  ~ '~°" " ' ~ l! "'1~" S i ~ ~  '~  ~ '  - - -  Price __Pries KmartSpeclal I i ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ " ' '  " ~ ~ ~ CHOCOLATE PEANUTS OVERED CHOCOLATE KISSES GR AT MILK
~ ~ ]i M"isto,,~,,r~'~ i~.P~l  [ Delightful' :500 q box Sweel kisses' 350 g 
t ~ =~ . a'~p'~ - Kmart ~1~=1 KCmart ~11~ 
__ Sale iE m'm Sale ( IV  
5a av  ~ $2SO ~" i ~ ~ ~ ~ :~  ~ ~OOL_ ._~ Price U Box Price U BOX 
MAX FACTOR JUST CALL FABERGI~ TWO SIDED ili~ / ' J~ '~ i 
BODY SOAP POWDER SOAP SETS MIRROR .¢I 7- ~" 
Honey Bear Soap Alluring fragrance by Gift sets of jasmine, Regular and mag. ~ ~ - - -  
15Og Blas0Pedume, Max Factor. 5 oz. musk. gingseng and nifted reflections. ' I 
4 mL. size. floYal. Value priced! , ~ ', 7, ~ ' - K mart Regular K mart Regular K mart ns0ular , ~ -  " Llsl Price3.95. List Price 10.25 List Price 4.97 i-... 
Kmart " ' '  Kmart . . .  Kmart . '7 ,  Kmart 0 . .  / ~ ' _.__~1'~ '~  
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ASSORTMENT OF 24 PCE 
ENTERTAINMENT SETS 
Set contains8 Of each 6 oz. ju=ce. 10 .~oz On-the• 
Rocks and12'/,oz buverage Glass =n r~ch topaz t~nt 
K mart Regular UI I  Price:7.99 
,o., 099 Special H :  ~ 
Price V Set 
mm. 
PUFF SLIPPERS ~:~i 
~i!!i Soft and durable polyurethane upper 
and covered heel with foam sole. 
I I~L I I  l m- l la~ 
Comlolt m a Irad~Uonal style Choose 
IIom red. blue or b~own Rubbm sale 
K mart Sale Price 
B.C. will 
wait on 
Pierre 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
-- Kyle Mitchell, 
natlonal secretary of the 
Liberal party, said 
Monday that B.C. 
candidates from the 
May 22 federal election 
are waiting to see who 
the party's leader will 
be before deciding 
whether to stand for 
nomination again. 
Mitchell said he 
wasn't sure how many 
candidates were fa- 
vorable to Pierre 
Trudeau leading the 
party again in the Feb. 
18 vote, but estimated 
that twothirde Of the 28 
B.C. candidates, of 
whom all but one were 
defeated May 22, were 
consider!ng running 
again. 
If Trudeau chooses 
not to lead the party, 
Mitchell said a new 
leader would likely be 
selected at a "mini- 
convention" in Ottawa 
!in mid-January, At 
party meetings during 
the weekend, he said it 
was determined that a 
full-fledged leadership 
convention was im- 
passible under the party 
constitution. 
A mini-convention, for
which delegates would 
be selected in a similar 
manner to a regular 
leadership convention, 
would select a leader on 
an interim basis, and 
the decision would be 
ratified by a fhll con- 
vention after the 
electlon,, Mitchell said. 
~' "We would get around 
t ( the leadership 
question) by consensus 
. instead of by the con. 
: stitution." 
He said if Trudeau 
decides to lead the 
party, the time he spent 
making his decision will 
not hurt the party, 
because campaigning 
will not really be able to 
start until the first week 
of January. 
Trudeau leading the 
party would simplify 
matters greatly for 
party strategists, who 
would not be diverted 
with the organization of 
a leadership campaign, 
i:i 
he added. 
The B.C. brancbes of 
the Progressive Con- 
ili~i~servatives and New 
i~ii Democratic Party are 
~i~i preparing for visits of 
~i!ii~ ~ their leaders on 
~i~ii Thursday.  Pr ime 
~i Minister Clark is ex- 
~31 pected to" arrive in 
ii:~!i Vancouver Thursday 
~i:~! morning to address a 
ii~i:ii~ ~ luncheon meeting of the 
~!i!~: Vancouver Board of 
i~i:!~ Trade. He is scheduled ~ ~i to fly to Winnipeg late m 
~ the afternoon. 
!~i~i Manning 
~i:i~icon corned 
!i!i:!about 
!~i election 
!i::i~ effect 
::!i:' VANCOUVER (CP) 
:: -- Paul Manning thinks 
: the federal election 
campaign  may sully 
: results of his yet-to-be. 
~! re leased  repor t  
recommending  the 
locat ion of a covered 
i :sports stadium in the 
Vancouver area. 
~:~ Manning, who headed 
the inquiry at the 
:~: request of the provincial 
'i government, handed his 
22-page report to 
::i; Premier Bill Bennett on 
i~i~: Monday. Betmett said it 
i!.~ would be released 
:~i: shortly. 
Remarks last week by 
7 Municipal Affairs 
i i~ ~ Minister Bill Vander 
• Zalm indicated the 
;!i~: report favors the Faisc 
::fi Creek location in 
:: Vancouver. 
i ~ Manning said after 
meetin~ Sennett that he 
viewed J1e election as 
"an unwelcome sur- 
i 
Prise," because he fears 
political parties may try 
to score points with the 
recommendation. "I 
want the report to stand 
,~tt i o own merits," he 
: lid. 
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BUSINESSES WITH AN 
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24. SITUATIONS 
WANTED 
48, SUITES. • ' 
FOR RENT 
_49 ...... HOMES__  
FOR SALE 
Servlca charge of as.00 on i l l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news sub- 
mltted within one month. ~.00 
production charge for wedding 
and•or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event 810.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In ad. 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5,50 
Engagements S.50 
AN~rrlages S.S0 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks S,SO 
Me,serial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
30, FURNITURE. 
& APPLIANCES 
34, FOR RENT 
MISC. 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES:  
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meet every Tuesday night at 
6 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
More information phone 635- 
3747 or 635-3023 
BIRTHRIGHT 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635-3907 
• 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 am.8 
pro. Wed. 9:30 am.5 pm, 
Thurs. 11 am.9 pro, Friday 1 
pm-lO pm or call 635-3164 or 
638-1227 anytime. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
msetsWednesday at 8 pm at 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 pro. 
37. 
PETS 
57, 
AUTOMOBILES 
SKEENA (~E~ITRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
in a friendly 
Drop-in Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relexetlon. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
anytime between d am and 
3:30 pm Monday through 
Friday. 
Skeena Centre will be closed 
from December 17th, 1979 to 
January 3rd, 1960. We wish 
you and yours a Joyous 
season I
70 ' - 
SERVICES 
Kitlmat A•A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713 
MEETINGS 
Monday - Step Meetings 8: 30 
pm Lutheran Church. 
wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 pm United 
Church. 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
pm Skeena Health Unit, 
Kitlmat General Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
• 8 pm United Church. 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth. 25.00 
By Mall 1yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and, 
United States of America one 
year aS.00 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 63S.6357 
Kifimat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answera directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the edvertiaement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
structions notplcked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless malllng Insfructluns are 
rece.lved. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requeated not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ad- 
vertlssments must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertlse~ 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing in the ad. 
vertlsement as published she 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one in. 
correct insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted tern 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or erlgln, or 
because his age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the cOfldltlon 
Is Justified by'e bona fide 
requirement for the work In. 
volved. 
I 
WANTED 
DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
k,oklng for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2236 between 8 
am and 3 pm. We will try to 
make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, eny household 
items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233 or leave donations et the 
Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean I1 am and3 pm. Thank 
you. 
Lazelle J~rescheol 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There ere a few spaces 
avallaable for children ages 
3.5 In this progressive dally 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
eg. poor co-ordination, 
delayed speech develop. 
sent, etc., not requiring 
medical referral. For fur. 
thor Informetlon, phone the 
Supervisor, Nelly Olsen, et 
635-7918. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
- a support service 
for women - 
4711 Lazella Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.5145 
Drop In: 10 am • 6 pm Men. 
thru Thurs. 10 am • 4 pm 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable relaxed atmosphere 
to meet and share Ideas. 
Children are welcome. 
Evening Programs 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday . single parents 
(led by a single father). 3rd 
Wednesday • Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St• 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILe HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. every 
Tues. 1:30 • 3:50 pm. Phone 
for appointment. Held at 
Thornhill Elem., 4th Tues. of 
every month from 1:30.3:30 
p.m. Phone for appointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents' 
written consent for Im. 
munlzaflon. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
to 4:10 pm• By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon 1 - 2 pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 - 5 years 
(pro.kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for epopolntment. 
Treatment available. 
• SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such es food 
poisenings and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate.  
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH end HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held'el 4612 Grelg Ave. - -  
638-1155. The audiologist will 
do hearing tests on referral 
by family doctor or com. 
reunify health nurse. Speech 
pathologist . therapist will 
carry out speech 
assessments and therapy. • 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel . '  
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION SER- 
VICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
"THE MYSTERY OF THE 
BELLS". The Centennial 
Christian School Invites all 
of you fo come and enjoy 
our Christmas program 
with us. It will be,d.v., on 
Thursday, Dec• 20 at the 
school, at 7:30 p.m. 
(nc-20 Dec), 
SACRED HEART 
PARISH RENEWAL 
DECEMBER 16-21 
Fr. Lorne MacDonald O.M.I. 
will be the guest speaker 
each evening at the set. 
vices which begin at 7:30 
p.m. 
(nc.21Dec)' Avon representatives to 
" work In the following areas. 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT at 1) Copparslde Estates 
the Women's Centre will 2) Muller, Velleyvlew area 
be cancelled'until after 3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Chr i s tmas .  Happy  Westvlew. 
Holldaysl (nc .26 Dec) 
Please call Norma at 635. 
7496. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
WHOLESALE PRICES 
On ell remaining tools, 
gifts and pendulum clocks. 
i Plus good selection of used 
furniture. Open daily 1:30 
fo 5:30, Tues..Sat. Phone 
635.7824, Old Totem 
Beverage Building, next to 
Northern Inn. 
Action every Sunday at 2 
COLLIE R EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635-5340 after ~,, '~ 
"l).m.,~' .... (a m'T;~,~" H ) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10am.2pm 
Closed Mondays 
(am 12 10 79) 
....... PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply--we Install 
636-1691 
(am1 10 "/9) 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Assessment and guidance Concrete septic tanks, in 
for vocatlonel and social stock. Gel relief with a 
rehabilitation done 
consultant. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling' 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
631~lLllm 
Women's A.A. Meetings • 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lezelle Ave. 635.5145. 
LADLES SLIM LINE Club 
meets Monday evening --  
6:30 pm.  United Church 
basement, Kltlmat 
WEIGHT WATCHERS 
meeting held every 
Tuesday at 7'p.m. In the 
Knox United Church Hall, 
4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
by concrete Investment. 
Schmlffy's Excavating 
635.3939 
(am 1 10 79) 
I'C0NING EVENTS 
EXPERIENCED camp 
cooks and kitchen helpers. 
For applications phone 
635-9469. 
(C5-19Dec) 
i 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
required for Public Health 
Dental Program. Typing 
ability essential• Exp. In a 
dental office an asset. For 
Into plse call: The Skeena 
Health Unit af 635-9196. 
(A3.16 Dec) 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
In the following areas 
Tbornhill 
Klrsh, Maple, Kulspal, 
Kenworth, Skeena Valley 
Trailer Crt, Sande, 
Toynbee, Old Lakelse Lk. 
Rd., Muller, Pine, 
Paqueffe, Empire, Clark, 
Newell, Kofoed, River 
Dr., Seaton. 
Terrace 
4500 Grelg, 4500 Park, 
4500 Little, Birch, 4600 
Lakelse, 4600 Davis, 4600 
Loen, 5000 Mills, 4900 
Welsh, 4900 Park, 
Tweedle. 
If you are Interested in 
any of the following 
routes please phone 
635-6357 
between 9 am - 5 pm 
(noffn) 
The Play Centre 
4542 Park Ave., 
638-11211 
Chlldmlndlng Service; 
Supervised Programs for 
children ages 16 months to 5 
years. 
FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE BAHAI FAT FAITH. 
Phone 635.4865, 635:2632 or 
635.9905 anytime. 
NEWYEAR'S PARTY Dec. 
31, 1979 at 9:00 p.m. at 
Kitsumkalum Ski Hill. Ski 
and Dance the New Year 
In, Come and support your 
KItsumkalum Ski Club. 
(nc-21 Dec) 
HelpWanted 
INSTRUCTORS needed for 
English as a Second 
Language, part - t ime 
morning and evening 
• classes beginning In 
January. Experience In 
learning or teaching ESL 
.or other, languages an 
asset• Apply to: 
Northwest College, 
Community Education 
Box 726 Terrace, B.C. 
or phone 635-6511 
Ms. Kathy Mueller 
(A7.21 Dec) 
Needed Immediately 
HARLEY'S pAINTING 
& DECORATING 
DRYWALL, stucco, file, 
linoleum• Free estimates. 
Phone 638.1095 
(P 11-31 Dec) 
DOUBLE BED with box 
spring and mattress, In 
good condition for sale. 
$65.00. Phone 638.1469. 
(C3-16 Dec) 
FOR SALE: Ashl Pentax, 
spotomatlc 35 mm camera 
with wide angle lens, 
standard lens and elec- 
tronic flash; 35 mm Angus 
slide projector and silver 
40 by 40 screen; 40 Channel 
Midland C.B. radio brand 
new; portable stereo and 
speaker record player; 500 
gallon, two compartment 
gas tank; men's skates 
size 7V2..never used; new 
broiler oven; baby tub and 
stand, baby basslnette; 
small winch, bearing 
pullert/4 '' torque wrench. 
Phone 635.3236 
(C2-14,10 Dec) 
HUSKAVANA 61. 20" bar, 
new chain, 2 months old. 
Was 5450.00 now $250.08 
FIRM Phone 636.8223. 
(C3.19 Dec) 
FOR QUICK SALE white 
mink coat. Valued 
$2500.00, asking 51300.00. 
Phone 635.4226. 
(C5.16 Dec) 
Welcome to FEDKA 
FURNITURE MART. 
Now open with furniture 
for the whole residence. 
Finally a large furniture 
store Is open In Terrace 
with prices anyone can 
affordAemember also we 
take trade-ins. Just 
arrived for Christmas on 
sale at LOW LOW prices. 
Boston rocker 
Children's 
bedroom furniture 
Desks 
Beds 
Dressers 
Shelves 
Extra low prices 
; on outdoor Christmas 
lights. 25 lights per set for 
only $6.00 each set. 
(as long as they last) 
Compare our chesterfield 
prices. More sets are 
coming In everyday. Soon 
to arrive Color T.V. sets 
and stereos. At Fedka 
Furniture Mart 4434 
Lakelse Avenue, In the 
former Fred's Furniture 
Building (downstairs). 
For more Into please call 
Terrace Auction Mart at 
635-5172. 
(C8-24 Dec) 
FIREWOOD for sole 
Mixed birch and pine, 
Phone 635.6620. 
(P$.le Dec) 
FOR SALE :one 2 ton chain 
hoist $125.00;5. Type 1 bags 
of cement $15.00; 1- 
concrete vibrator $300.08; 
1-15 ton house jack 830.00; 
1- tamping machine 
$500.00; 1-concrete power 
trowel with extra blades 
$600.00; 1.=A h.p. 110V 
Electric Motor $15.00; 1- 
Plumbers pipe holder 1" to 
12" pipe $,20.00; 1-1 ~/4 pipe 
threader $5,00; 1-1970 Ford 
4 speed fransmlsslon fits 
'65 to'72 for truck(ex- 
cellent cendltlon) $150.00; 
1.1964 Ford 300 cu.ln, truck 
motor wlth clutch and 4 
speed fransmlsslon(motor 
needs work) $100.00; 1.3 
speed floor shlfter con- 
verslon $10.00; I..4 foot 
carp level $20.00; 1.Bleck 
and Decker Bench grinder 
$40,00;1.100 amp meln 
breaker box $40.00; 1.200 
amp maln breaker fuse 
panel $75.00; car and truck 
carbs.prlces vary; 1-1973 
AMC Javelin.S1000.00 or 
OBO; 1.Datsun or Toyota 
'actory rear bumper 
$20.00; 1.1968 G.M.C.H.D. 
V2 ton pickup 307 standard 
:',080.00. 
For all the 
abevephone 
635.3564 
(C10-31 Dec) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661 (am-7-8.79-Tu,Fr) 
410 JOHN DEERE Bacl~ol~ 
for hh;e. Phbne 635~ 
4081. (cm 5 10 79) 
QUALIFIED Carpenter, 
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools. Available 
for renovations, custom 
ceblnets, erborite, formica 
installations. Will consider 
all other types of finishing 
work• Phone after 6 p.m. 
Ask for Don. 635. 
5708, (c20 21D) i54 ' ,usl,,:ss I PROPERTY ' 
3 FLUFFY white kittens to 
give away. Seven weeks 
old, call anytime. 635•3953 
(nc-21 Dec) 
URGENTLY 
NEEDED 
Female needs ride from 
downtown Into Thornhlll 
School area between 3 and 4 
pm weekdays. Will pay gas. 
Pleese call the Dally Herald 
at 638.6357 end leave e 
message. (eft fin) 
AM COLLECTING 
Canadian coins. If you 
have silver coins you want 
to sell, phone 638.1323 after 
4 p.m. Silver dollars $3.50. 
(P5.10 Dec) 
WANTED TO BUY: Used 
furniture such as couch, 
chair, table & chairs. 
Phone 635. 
5417. (ctfn 11 10 79) 
WANTED 
Spot cash for your: 
BCRIC SHARES 
Queensway Trading 
3215 Kelum 
638.1613 
(a6-21D) 
WANTED 
Spot cash pald for good 
used furniture, guns, 
jewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy--sell--trade 
Gunsmlthing 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace 638.1613 
(affn Tu F 23 11 79) 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Economy 
& Cleaner Air" 
,CHIMNEYS BOILERS 
AIR DUCTS FIREPLACES FURNACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
.CANADA LTD.I 
Services Division 
Specialists in Power.vat cleaning 
96 Starling Street 63|4292 
Kitimat, B.C. vec 1K5 632.2468 
FOR RENT: Bachelor 
rooms In mobile motel 
complex N. Kalum Trailer 
CoUrt. Frldge In each 
room, community kitchen, 
laundry facilities. $50 week 
slngle, $37.50 week double. 
635-9473. 
(C40.23 J an) 
2 BEDROOM UNIT in slx- 
plex, stove and frldge. 
Available Jan 1 1980. No 
pets. Phone 635-5213. 
(ctfn.17.12.79) 
SACRIFICE 
SALE 
Assessed mtg. value $49,500. 
Market value $52,500. 
Sacrifice price $43,000. A 
$9,S0O sovlngl I Five 
bedroom home. One and 
one-half bath, huge kitchen 
and dining room with wood 
heater. Large living room 
with fireplace, carpaffed, 
attached Insulated garage, L 
2 wells, out.buildings. 5.6 
km north on Kalum Lake 
Dl'lve.,'Lefl:hand slde of  
road• Net taxes $50. Phone 
635-5942 to vlew. (p20 6J) 
~ Fmesl$ 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
TIMBER SALE SICENCE 
A.11534 
Pursuant to section 16(1} 
of the Forest Act, there will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by the Forest 
Ranger, Courthouse, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., VaJ IB9, at 
11:00 a.m. on the 25th day of 
January, 1980, e Timber Sale 
Llcence to authorize the 
harvesting of 81 830 cubic 
metresef timber and located 
In the Skeens P.S.Y.U., 
Skeena River near Selma, 
CR S Land District. 
Term: Five (5] Years. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a seal 
tender, to be opened at the 
hour of auction and treated 
as one bid. 
Details of the proposed 
Timber Sale Llcence may be 
obtained .from the Forest 
Ranger, Courthouse, prince 
Rupert, B.C., veJ 1 B9, or the~ 
Regional :Manager, Market 
Place, Prince. Rupert, B.C.,. 
VaJ IB9. 
(A2.18 Dec) 
FOR SALE by builder. Only 
two left. Prices reduced. 
For more Information 
please call collect. Days 
562.4114 or evenings 562. 
3697. (ctfn 4 12 79) 
A RESPONSIBLE, working 
family requires a lor 2 
bedroom apt, no pets. 
Phore 635.9961 after 3:00 
ask for Gary. 
(C4.19 Dec) 
' " ' i t ,  ":~' 
FOR RENT: Approx. 900 sq. 
feet on second floor. Air 
conditioned. Located at 
4623 Lakelse Avenue. 
Phone 635. 
2552. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
1974 FORD LTD., for sale. 
Phone 635.9576. 
(C4-21 Dec) 
1973 TOYOTA PU , new 
motor with 16,000 ,miles. 
Also 1976 Jag snowmobile. 
Phone 635-3760. 
(PS.lSDec) 
1974 MONARCH 12X60 
Mobile Home In excellent 
condition with Insulated 
Ioey shack and patio. 
Situated on large trailer lot 
with Skeena River Iron. 
tage; very private, low lot 
rental, with or without 
furniture and appliances. 
For appointment o view, 
call 635.3693 after 5 p.m. 
(C3.20 Dec) 
-o  
LId 
J~  
maim ¢/,J : 
,BE 
CA 
BUY OR SELL Marlelle 
Fashion and Gold 
jewellery. Managers end 
salespersons needed In this 
area. For your full 
catalogue please phone 
636.6392 Evenings or write 
Marlelle, No. 49.4625 
Graham Avenue, Terrace. 
If interested In learning 
how to obtain free 
jewellery or selling please 
advise. (c20 9J ) 
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fromone,. " STUDENTS • . ,u LUNGCRIPPLEi $. 
.~.~Thc,d~,~ratlon f llowed a will deliver preecl~te . s t  by .~Idse, Moi~u~mad Gillani, interaatienld "grand Jury" / r l  I11  1 ! f l u  
!~"efid~'.'i(~.......~F3 .ant O t the stu. the eaj~ives' f.amilies and told.an.ews c .o~e.ren~ in .t~. !nvenUgatinn of. the em: - -  
i~nts '  acuons ny Ayatollah '.'open Jellers." ' capital me oraer zor the max naasy's operauons anu 
~uhollah.Khomeini, and the Khomelnl told the news c/ the hmtages will come relations between the United, l l 
;~;.Idayi~,.today of a d~e conference at .his from! Khomeini snd the Statos and the shah's rei0me i ' i I 
~clata'ofKhemeinithat headquarters in Q.  his RevolutionaryCouncll, imtead of a trisl. He said he .. ll ,unnn- rAu~ unTml :  ! MANOR VILLA  
~,  ..sute..~,.toLL~.m.e the re¢ime d.oes not regard the . Gillani .also s.a!d the .hadasked.Sf..an..MacaHde.of I IH I r 'UHHNHI  I Ig l ;~ i , ,  I 
~61~atlo~TneKevolunounry U,S. Embassy a8 an era- nost~geswuloeunametoget xremnu, a~.°!)etPeaee/'n~ [] . . . .  . . . . . .  ., ; ' i 
.~;Cotmdl b amed the kflling of bassy or the hostages as defencelawyersafncethese winneraunformerprel/dent i H t: Hvnrn I;nrlgl'mR.~ H~nr~ I 
,~HoJatoleslam Mshemmad "members of the emlzuy."  would have to be Islamic of Amnesty International, to i . . . . . .  jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
:~ofatehandhlatwosuards "It was a den of esplonage lawyers, and "it would he ~t on the Jury. MadBrido II i 
~;on the U,S: Central In- and they are spies," he sald, very ,difficult to imagine "-.~ he has not reeeived the i RP. Hydro nffiPn~ will h~ ~lncbd l 
.::~telligence Agency and "We reJect all the clamcr by what Islamic lawyer would invitation and his par- I . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
',~SA.VAK, .the ousted shah's variunssectlons abroad that come to assist a bunch of tinipaLiou would depend en i i frnm A.qn nrn  r ' r ; r l , '~ ,  I'~nft~,rnhne.; ")4 i 
~se~etpoliee. these people should be spies," . the inqniry's terms of rafer. I ". .... -..~,,, ~,,,, . , , - -y ,  -o , .o , , ,u~.  - ,  I 
~;~:~i(]hetbzadsh said after the freed" Ghetbzadeh, meanwhile, ence, its purp~ec and who i .  _,,, , , . , , , ,  . . . . . . .  .,_ ,-. ~! . - .  l 
ehah~lew from the United Tehran's chief lsl#min was still talking about an ebe was invdve~'L I unt i l  o .uu  am/gursoay ,  uecemDer z / |  
.Stat~ t0'Pa~ma during the - " • i ! i 
~,~ ?~o~ el, ~ T_  _ • 1 1 • 1 - -  " I In case of emergencies phone I 
~fore Cht~'tmsa, but the i r a n i a n  l e a o e r  S h O t  I . - . . . . .  I 
!stu~nis ..a!d .none. of.tl.~.. TEHRAN(AP)--Gunmen our country, they began died about /hrne hour|~ later, I ooo  |q lq  i 
iea.p.t!vesw.m.°_e. Iroeaan°au. on motorcycles" killed plotting against us," the Tehran Radio anno~mced, I - .  . . . . . . . . . .  l 
:;w~. Be u'lm. :rnay.~paa.~. ~HoJatolesiam Mohammed council said in a statement. Mofateh wae widely II /nanK you u.u. HYUHU i I i 
melrpositionmastateraa|o Mofateh, aleadiugmember This appeared certain to rumored ~ have been a I I 
broadcast today, of AyatOllah Ruhollah deepen the crisis between member ofthe 
| l 
Khomeim's revolutionary the U.S. government and the Revolutionary Council Without •naming Ghotb- 
zaddS~directly,, they said in 
Pg.,r~" ~' i / 
: Th~ Iranian ation is ash- 
emed to ~k  more than 
necessary to the enemy, 
particularly to a filthy one 
like America. To America 
we have only une t h lug to 
my: hand overthe deposed 
shah, and/h is  plunder, 
Ilow~Ver much you keep him 
outside :America. And if the 
U.S. :government does not 
secede to: this Just and 
humane demand by the 
.Iranian:nation, the least we 
shall do will be to put the 
American spies on trial." 
The students added that 
"nowadays ,  ominous 
murmurs are heard from the 
White House quite brazenly 
acc~iog the Iranian nation 
of" havidg "changed its 
position," ' •' " " 
,'Whets.false imagination. 
Why andhow ik i t  that this 
enemy No. 1 of the Iranian. 
nation can allow itself to 
indulge in ~u~ frivolous 
talk? Is it"*;th~t "certaln 
responsible 01total t have 
pun f 
enemy' to '_aBet~t]~y',amd 
sata~C W] l~e~ 'lr i i~'~' ,:÷:,~',,z 
Khomeini also caktiga'tOi 
the U.S. governmsnt at a 
televised news coaferenee 
Menday night with Arab 
journalists. But Khomdni 
said if President Carter 
"descenda from his ivory 
tower to sit with as on the 
8round and t~im to establish 
mutual understanding, we 
• willreciprocate, provided he 
compensates us for the 
crusitlaa inflicted so far." 
The aytollah took note of 
contradictions between the 
students and his foreign 
minister, saying that the 
suggestion by foreigners that 
the students are directing 
Iran's foreign policy is a lie. 
But he gave the students his 
unqualified endorsement, 
saying that in occupying the 
U.S. Embassy in Tehran and 
sayin8 that the tel.ease or 
trial of the hostages aepenas 
on the return of "our 
criminal" -- Shah Moham- 
mad Rasa Pahlavi --  they 
were acting for the whole 
nation. 
However ,  the  
Revolutionary Council, 
which governs Iran in ac- 
cordance with Khomsini's 
orders, confirmed Ghotb- 
zadsh's .announcement that 
Christian clergymen will 
visit the hostages on 
Christmas Day. A council 
spokesman quoted by Radio 
Tehran said the clergymen 
Thatcher 
offers 
support 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher said today Britain 
"couldn't possibly" un- 
dertake a blockade of Iran 
without he approval of the 
United Nations. 
The visiting prime 
minister, interviewed on 
television, said sanctions of 
three types -- arms, trade 
and other assets.-- might he 
imposed agalnst Iran 
because of its holding of U,S. 
hostages. 
Mrs. Thatcher eiterated 
her previous support for 
neonomic eanetluns ogeimt 
lran if Prmident Carter 
requests them, hut she 
- " "we emphasized tnst 
couldn't possibly do that 
without a motion from the 
United Nations." 
She descdhod the cdsla in 
Tehran as "a classic 
revolutionary situation of the 
kind we thought we did not 
~ t in this time and cen- 
ry. '! 
Mrs. Thatcher edded: "I 
do think there is a chance 
they (the hoatogca) will get 
home safe and sound." 
As for the ceamfire in 
Rhodesia, Mrs. Thatcher 
said she hopes that whites 
will remain in the African 
country because "they are 
vital to the economy; I think 
there will be a multiracial 
society." 
regime, and two of hla bod- 
yguards at Tehren 
University, today, 
Mofateh, the head of the 
un ivers i ty ' s  theology 
department, was the third 
religious leader shot since 
Khomeini's revolution in 
February.  Taffhi HaJ 
Tarithani, the founder of the 
Ghobad Mosque in Tehran, 
was killed in July and 
Ayato l lah  Mor teza  
Motahari, a member of 
Khomeini's Revolutionary 
Council, was wounded in 
May. 
' Forghsn, a leftist, anti- 
c le r i ca l  te r ror i s t  
organization opposed to 
Khomeini, claimed re- 
spousibillty for the earlier 
attacks and for three others 
on revolutionary leaders. 
But the Revolutionary 
Council btame'~ Mofatsh's 
killing on the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency and 
SAVAK, the deposed shah's 
secret police. 
"When the imperialistic 
interests were cut off from 
Khomeinl regime reenitin8 immediately after the 
U.S. Embassy in Tehran, the composition was secret. But 
holding of ~0 U,S. hostages when the membership was 
there and ~e refusal of the finally announced, he WaS 
United States to surrender not a member. 
the deposed shah f~r trial in His religious title, 
Iran, heJato]eslam, is me step w_..,,__..lO.,,o,.,.,o., (l', 
.e ra  .~d up ~ the front Moslem hiersrchy. It ~D ~ ~~~ 
of the theology building at conuaontor bO~toleelams ~ 1 
the university Just after the be popularly referred to as 
ayatollaharrived therein his ayatollahs. # 
car. ~"~ 1 
s t r ike  As he and his two .____~asK, 
bodyguards got out, the ORTH P iPE  ~mn. o~ed ,~,. o -  now illegal N WEST EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
bodyguard was killed in. 
stantly, while the other was REGINA (or) - A ~t  AND EQUIPMENT LTD. UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
hit in the head. Mofateh was decislm that the Sankat- 
shot in the knee and chewan Government Era- 
staggered into the building, ployecs Association strike is PIPE. Pt UMBING 5UPPL IES PU~PS Open 7 days  a week  
Imt the gunmen pursued him illegal effectively ends the HOSES NUISANDBOLT5 FENCING , with Jerry & Marg 
and shot him again, thistime strike, La iTy  Brown,  unJca WATER$OF~ENE~S ANDMORE 
in the head. Then. they chief executive officer, uic~ to serve you 
escaped on their mo- Monday. tercycles, the witnesses re- "Although the injunction 5239 Keith Avenue - , . ,  s c H~O,o WEEKDAYS e.ll WEEKENDS 9-11 
ported, does not Specifically order 635-7158 . .  t.AKE.E AVE. , , . , , ,  
Mofatah and the wounded an end to the strike itself, it YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
bodyguard were taken to does call it unlawful' and 
hospital and underwent prohibits the. activities 
. emergency surgery. Both connected with it," .OWintheO  . I NORTHERN LIGHT 
, ~ Sta ined  G lass  
• ~,, ~: '  ~ All West Centre : .Clas~}es "~" ' i  ~["  
• WHEH ll HAKE A IOP DOG gull,,, HIGH COUNTRY "Repa!rsl 
' *Supplies , / ~ ,  YOU COME ' ' °pECNra ft2' ~&vG~f t29 Pm *Custom orders 
Sat.gam-gpm 4820 Hal l iwel l  Ave.  638-1403 
) i p u i  T O H  45Ht-F Keith Ave. ~ ~  ,IS,IS 
" JAME,~ (;RAY THRUWAY 
• . , • , . , ~ ) . , V .  - MUFFLERS . . . . . . . . .  
.'~, ~ , ,  . ~* -~ , -:~',:,~..~: .--,~/-.~,..~: 
i i '  :'~": ~ ~ " "  " " "  : i  "Winter Monti~S' 3v, 
--.,: 8 :30  a.rn. - 5:00  p.m 
I I  CARPET & FLOORING ,NSTA"ATmN Closed Sunday & Monday 
' YOU SUPPLY WEINSTALL 638-1991 3010K Kalum Street  
4974 V t SWAGEN BEETLE 
1979 ZEPHYR 4 DOOR S.W. 
V8 auto, PS, PB, 16000 kilos. 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
V8 automatic, 8 ft. box. 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V8 radio, 4 speed 
1974 FORD BRONCO 
V6 automatic tran. 
i 
• 1977 FORD MAVERICK 
4 door, V8 auto, radio 
1979 MERCURY MARQUIS 
Brougham St. Wagon. Air, stereo, loaded. 
i 
$3495 
$6995 
$8295 
$9995 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CEilTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, bear tooth , lear claws 
, waft 1tell , beaver teeth 
, mist tr inr  Iltltrs (stngtaorpalr) 
Available at the front desk of the 
T[RfiACE HOTEL 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~:~-~`:~:~-~%:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:.:.:.~.:~:~:.:.:::.:.~ 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213KALUM SIRELI  
TERRACE O C PHONE 635.2473 
~i~ 'i •VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
t " " Furniture Repair 
~Jlesterations, Hope Chests 
~ Custom Made Furniture, Ileflnishie 
• "~ General Baildiel Contracting' 
2510 S. Kalum 636-6585 Terrace 
635"35~6 1 -~"~ o 
$3995 
$11,100 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors • Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - S 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Slnce 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
(E &aWqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 435.Sd44 
Days 43S.i2)S Ernle 43S.t3S) 
1976 CHEVELLE CLASSIC 
2door, VO, PS, Brakes, radio (rg~l~Rall~l~ ! MR. BUSINESSMAN! (;LACIER 
TerraceTote Ford ' m This Space Is Reserved] A Terrace, D.C. 
I A Complete  G lass  and  Sales Ltd. For Your Ad, ! S Aluminum Se . .v ice  
4631 Keith 
Dealer No. 5548A 
635-4984 
t 
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SPORTS with Don Sch ffer 
Joiner's TD "the biggest" 
a proud old prize fighter, San 
Diego wide receiver Charlie 
Joiner kept coming off the 
mat. In the end, he delivered 
the knockout punch. 
"Charlie took such a beat- 
hag," said Chargers coach 
Don Coryell, "but he kept 
coming back and playing." 
Joiner, 32, capped his 
finebt National Football 
League season with a 32- 
yard touchdown reception 
from Dan Fours that gave 
the Chargers a 17-7 victory 
over Denver Broncos oe 
Monday night. 
By dethroning Denver as 
AFC West champs, San 
Diego, 12-4, ended a 14.year 
title drought and gained the 
home field advantage 
throughout the playoffs. 
Denver, 10-6, must travel to 
Houston on Sunday for a 
battle of wild card clubs. 
Joiner, nursing 12 stitches 
over his right eye and a 
painful hip bruise, called his 
SAN DIEGO CAP) -- Like With John Jefferson, San game. Shortly after the 
Diego's most dangerous touchdown he was kayoed 
reciever, sidelined with a rib 
injury, Joiner became a 
marked man -- the key man 
in the Chargers' aerial 
circus, 
His third-quarter touch- 
dawn, which broke a 7-7 fie, 
came after he was knocked 
out of the game with the hip 
injury minutes into the 
NFL  STATS 
AMIa ICAN CONPIE INC l  
l l l l  WLT ,; AP~, 
x 'Ml lml  10 6 0 341 251.63S 
NeW Eng . 9 7 0 411 326.843 
NY Jell . I 0 0 337 383 .SO0 
euffalo 7 9 0 26O 279.4,111 
Balti $ I I  0 371 351.313 
central 
x:p.m" I~ 4 (~ 41, ~63.7~ 
y'Houat0n 11 S 0363331.663 
Clave . 9 7 0 3S9 352.563 
Clncl 4 13 0 337 431.250 
• Wlat 
X:SIS" D . 13 4'041'1246.750 
y-Denver 10 6 0 ~19 2~3.625 
biggest "o f  Oak land  9 7 0365337.563 touchdown the se l tn l  9 7 0 37S 373.563 
my career." ._  _Kpn/es C , 7 9 0 238 263.43S 
Fouls past Joe Namath, who 
set the ailUme NFL single- 
again, suffering a cut over season record in 1967 with 
the eye, but returned after a 4,007 yards. 
second trip for medical care. 
"They weren't cheap Fottts, who was 17 of 29 for 
shots," said Joiner. "I was 230 yards, finished the 16- 
just the victim of cir- game regular season - -  
cumstences." Namath did it in 14 games - -  
Joiner's touchdown catch with 4,082 yards. • 
helped Fouls make history. Denver, a seven.point 
"/'he completion propelled underdog, put the pressure 
on San Diego early, scoring 
on its second drive of the 
night. A threcyard run by 
Otis Armstrong capped an 
eight.play, 59-yard drive. 
A fumble recovery help~ 
NATIONAL CONPaa|NOB San  Diego get untracked 
user . after a Craig Morton fumble x:Detl~'e I1 S 0 37'1 313 .g0 
y.Phlla 11 s o 3~ m .m at the Denver 41 two minutes 
wad,no to 6 o ~ ~s .m into the second quarter, Five 
NY Blunts 6 10 0 337 323.375 
51. Loula . 511 03013'm•313 PlayslaterFoutssceredona 
• Ceelral five-yard rollout to tle it. ~'Tampe. B to 6 ~ ~73 237 .~3s 
v Ch,ce,o 10 6 0 ~ ~ .es After Joiner's touchdown, 
~lnn 7 9 o 3~, 337 .m Mike Wood added a fourth. 
Greee B . 511 0246316.313 
Detroit 2 14 0 219 36.$ .135 quarter field goal of 24 yards 
x:Lee' An'o Wast following a Mike Fuller 
• 9 7' 0 3i3 ~ .~ interception-- one'of four by New Orl'a . 8 8 0 370 360.500 
Al lanta  6 10 0 300 388 •375 Morton. The Bronco quar- 
se~ ~rsn . ~ t4 0 ~os 416 .lU terback completed 27 of 41 
x-clinched dlvl|lcn title. 
y-cllnchH wlld.cerd berth, paRSes for 236 yards, 
Post top Canadian athlete 
By CHUCK SVOBODA 
CP Sports Editor 
Sandra Post, winner of 
three Ladies Professional 
Golf Association tour- 
namenta on her way to the 
best season ever recorded by 
a touring Canadian golfer, is 
the runaway choice as 
Canada's woman athlete of 
the year. 
The 31.year-old Oakville, 
Ont., native was voted the 
1979 winner of the Bobble 
Rosenfeld Award in the 
annual year-end poll of 
sports writers and sport- 
soasters condaeted by The 
Canadian Press, 
"I'm very happy," Pest 
said when informed of the 
award in a telephone in. 
terview Monday night. "It's 
an honor I wanted for a great 
this bn't an 01~,'.'npic year," season showing ever by a 
A distant second, with less touring Canadian pro - -  man 
than haft as many first-place or woman --  and even 
votes, was pentathlon star surprbed Post's own goal, 
Diane Konthowaki who last ~ : ~  
year won the award, a com- 
memoraUve plaque which 
honors the .late Bobb ie  
Rosenfeld,. tbe all-round 
athlete who 'In 1950 was 
named Canadian woman 
athlete of the halt century. 
Following Konihowski in . 
the balloting were syn. 
chronizod swimmer Helen 
Vanderlmrg, high jumper 
Debbie Brill, marathon 
swimmer Cindy Nicholas 
and shooter Susan Nattrsas. 
Pont won nearly $180,000 in
official prize money on the 
1979 LPGA tour to finish 
second on the money list 
behind American Nancy 
number of years. I'm glad I Lopez. 
got it this year. I'm not sure Tbe money winnings 
I'd ever get it and I 'm glad represented the best one- 
Chrysler, McEwan 
Commercial hockey 
• M d winners on on ay 
Two games were played in 
the Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League Monday 
night, with the Terrace 
Chrysler Juveniles staying 
undefeated, with an 11-2 
triumph over Westend 
Chevron, and MeEwan GM 
winning their game against 
Terrace Hotel. 
In the early game, the first 
period was scoreless until 
only 28 seconds remained 
when Bob Dempster scored 
unassisted to give the 
Chrysler a l-0 lead, 
The Juveniles stretched 
their lead to 4-0 through the 
second period as Ken 
Wideman, Doug Middleton, 
and Dave Smyth scored 
before Nelson put Westend 
on the board with two 
minutes left in the period, 
Larry Nordstrom restored 
the four.goal margin with 
only five seconds left in the 
period, 
The Chrysler Juveniles 
then scored six goals in the 
first sixteen minutes of the 
third period as the roof fell in 
on Westend, Chris 
Reneerkins started early, 
with only 31 seconds gone, 
Darcy Mallet got the next 
"I had set a goal of 
reaching the $100,000 mark 
this season and by June I did 
it at the LPGA championship 
, Prices effectire ' t i l l  Saturday, December22nd 
• While quantities last • We reserve the right to limit quantities 
winger Charlie Simmer of 
Los Angeles will attempt to 
become the 10th player in 
National Hockey League 
history to score in 10 con- 
secutive games when the 
Kings visit Toronto Maple 
Leafs on Wednesday night, 
Statistics released today 
show Simmer -- who has 
scored 10 goals in his last 
nine games -- with season 
totals of 27 goals and 23 
assists for 50 points, third in 
the scoring race, 
, Marcel Dinune, who plays 
centre for Simmer, leads 
• with 23 goals and 36 assists 
Simmer goes for 10 
MONTREAL (CP) --Left for 61 points. Right (ringer BoasyofNew York Islanders pay a visit Thursday night, 
The Flyers have a 20-1-8 Guy Lafleur of Montreal 
Caeadiens i  second with 24 
goals and 29 assists for 53 
points. 
If Simmer scores at 
Toronto, he will be only the 
fourth player since the 1921- 
22 season to .score in 10 
games in a row. The record 
is 16 games by Punch 
Broadbeat of the defunct or- 
tawa Senators fn 1921-22. The 
only players with 10-game 
streaks ince then are Andy 
Bathgate of New York 
Rangers in 1962-63, Bobby 
Hull with Chicago Black 
Hawks in 1968.69 and Michel 
n 
NHL STATS 
GOALKEEPERS' NICOROI 
( Imply-n i l  goals bracketed) 
MP GA SO AvE. 
mauve . . J~0. 3S 3 2.~ 
D.t ~Edwarda 1,000. 43 1 3.$3 
lu l  ( I)  I , l i0 7l 4 3,33. 
Glibelt • 1.033. 47. 1 2./3 
ChHvers , ..~0, 25 I 3.76 
6elenosr • .227. 13 0 3.44 
kS  (3) hS00 I1 t |.90 
EsPgtlto .. hso0. d~ 3 2.72 
Vellor . 340. 29 0 3.33 
Chl (3) 1,1~ I~ 3 3.00 
Peelers . ~0.  3a 0 3.71 
~yre  . /~)0.53 0 3.47 
Phi !,740 90 0 3.10 
Herren . .3S~. St 0 3.31 
Sevlgny . ,4,52. 2~ 0 2.6,5 
ksrocque 1,0/9.65 2 3.61 
Mll ( I )  1,~20 101 | 3.16 
Henlon . 1,500. 73 0 3.92 
Ridley . . A~.  25 0 3.57 
Vcr (4) 1,~0 103 0 3,19 
Meloche . LQ31. 46 0 3.68 
G{ ~edwerds . .719. 49 0 4.09 
MIn 1,740 111 0 3.|8 
Pelmateer 1179. 63 ! 3.21 
Harrison . .561. 31 Q 3.31 
Tar (3) 1,740 97 1 3.35 
Dlon , 1,080. 56 1 3.11 
Hogoste . ~40..54 I 3,~ 
QUI (11 I,~0 II1 Z 3,47 
Bouchard 1,461. 71. 3 2.92 
RIgoIn . .379. 23 0 4.95 
Lemelln . .6o. 8 0 0.00 
All (3) 1,100 105 2 1.30 
Vechon . 1.046. ~t 1 3.38 
Rulheitord '~94. 43 1 3,63 
~11 (I) 1,740 103 3 3.33 
MIIlen . ~ld. 23 0 236 
Holland . 1,~94. 80 0 3.71 
Pgh h140 103 0 I.S3 
03 Smith • .901. $2 I 3.111 
Reach .75~. ~ 0 3,79 
NYI i3) 1,740 103 ! 3.$S 
L I~ . 1.032. 52. 0 3.25 
Stenluwlkl .~08, 52 0 3.06 
StL (3} I,MO I l t '  0 I . l l  
Garratt . 1,380.81. 0 3.S2 
Aa Smith . .360.25 I 4.17 
Hart ( I )  1,740 107 I 3.69 
Baker . ~10. II I 3.2  
T~omes . .668 .44  0 3.95 
Davldson . ,540. 36 0 4,00 
S~taert . ~92.22 0 4.52 
NYR (3) 1,fifo ISS I 3.73 
tHemel . .820.52 0 3,80 
G.r Smith . .9110.63 0 3.110 
Mlddlebrook .120. I 0 4.00 
WPl ( I )  1,t30 1|3 0 3,~1 
;f.~cKenzls .499.  "~ 0 3.37 
Oleschuk . ,307. IS 0 3.$3 
AMrom • #34. M 0 4.11 
Col ( | )  1,740 IIS 0 4.11 
Lessard 1.133.74 0 3.9S 
Grahams • " ,Ma. 44 1 3,95 
LA (3) 1,100 IS0 I 4.04 
Inness . 327.44 0 3.63 
Boutln . .60.  4 O 4.00 
Stephenson 1,073.73 0 4.03 
Wash ($) 1,140 I l l  0 4.0,1 
Dryden • .744. $3 0 4.27 
M lo .  • .996.7t I 4.21 
Ed (S} 1,740 1|7 I 4.SO 
National Hockey Lab i le  ocor" 
lag leaders after. I Monday 
games: . . . . .  
. . . . .  G A P 
Dlonne,. LA . 
Lefteud. Mtl . 
Simmer,. LA . 
Taylor,. LA . 
Trottlea,' NYI . 
Gretlk~, tEdm . 
Lerouche~ Mtl . 
Rest Cloutlsr~ Qua 
~acOoneldi IEdm 
NIlIIOn, All . 
Leech, Pha . 
Payn~ MIn . 
Perreeult, BUt . 
Gers, Su f .  
Gorleg,. LA . 
TOUGH RUGGED AND RELIABLE KMMS 110 2 
OR 4 POLYESTER WINTER SNOW TIRES 
Tubeless whitewalls are guaranteed 
against defects In materials and 
workmanship. 2 ply sizes 600-12, imi  
C78-]4. 4 ply sizes q l  
E78-14, G78-14, H78.14, 
G78-15. INSTALLED. 
25,36 61 
24,29 53 
gT. 33 SO 
19,29 48 
19. ~II 47 
13, 29 43 
,32, 19 41 
.~ ,30  40 
. ~0. 10 38 
.15.22 37 
.34. 12 36 
.20.16 36 
. 17. 19 36 
. 17. 19 36 
.11.35 36 
Htanphi'ey's ',second goal 
pulled the Hotel to within a 
goal at 4-3 in the third, but 
Rick Lewis's second of the 
night restored the two-goal 
lead. Murray Hill got 
Terrace to 5-4 three minutes 
later at 13:21, but 24 seconds 
after Hill's goal, Don McColl 
got MeEwan up two goals 
again, 
Keith Keating scored the 
eventual winner two minutes 
later, but Humphrey's last 
two goals pulled the stubborn '~ 
Hotel squad to 7-6 before 
Keating's econd goal sewed 
up the game with two .~  
minutes to go, ~ 
Next action in the Terrace I~ IV__~#r l  
Commercial Hockey League .Iy~l~J~/'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~'~ 
is Wednesday night, when ~ lW/~, J  
McEwan plays the Skeena /~,~" ~I~/'.~P~' 
Hotel team. ~. .~/ / ' /~ /~ l{ I~ 
Canada on 
bottom of 
the heap 
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (CP, OOI  
--  Canada is sitting at the HEAVY DUTY 
bottom of the heap with the ~.AR VACUUM 
worst record among five ~ attachment tool~ P,urt~ told 
67 
last season. 
Simmer, Dionne and their 
right winger, Dave Taylor, 
have scored 71 of the Kings' 
129 goals this year. Only 
Philadelphia Flyers, with 131 
goals, have scored more 
than Los Angeles. 
Simmer, who has a league. 
leading total of six game- 
record, with their only loss 
coming Oct. 13 on the road 
against Atlanta Flames, 
Philadelphlnl~as 19 victories 
and eight ies in Its unbeaten 
streak, Montreal was 28@5, 
Among goaltenders, Denis 
Herron of the Canadiens has 
the best personal average at 
winning goals, is taking a 2,31, while Bob Sauve and 
run at the seoring record of Don Edwards have com. 
bined to give Buffalo Sabres 60 geak by a left winger set 
by Montreal's Steve Shut, in 
1975.77. Shutt had 28 goals 
after 30 games, and Simmer 
is one off that pace. 
Philadelphia, meanwhile, 
can tie Montreal's record of 
28 consecutive games 
without a loss, set in 1977.78, 
when Pittsburgh Penguins 
the best team mark at 2,53, 
Sauve and Tony Esposito 
of Chicago lead in shutouts 
with three each, while Dan 
Boucherd of Atlanta is tops 
in victories with 13. 
Willi Plett of the Flames is 
the moSt penalized player 
with 125 minutes. 
McAdam's three 
help beat Leafs 
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. was interrupted by more 
(AP) --  Some fancy puck 
handling by AI MacAdam 
and a brawl highlighted 
Minnesota North Stars' 5-1 
vtetory over Toronto Maple 
Leafs in the lone National 
Hockey . League game 
Monday night. 
MacAdam scored two 
goals in the first period and 
me in the second for his third 
career throe-goal game, and 
first since joining the North 
Stars in the merger with 
Cleveland last season. 
Mike Eaves also scored in 
the first period for Min. 
nesota and Mike Fidler 
added a goal in the third for 
theStars, who won their fifth 
game in six starts. 
Dave Williams scored To- 
than 120 minutes in penalties 
and two game misconducts, 
Williams and Minnesota's 
Brad Maxwell held the main 
event five seconds before the 
end of the first period in a 
battle that emptied both 
benches, 
Williams and Maxwell, 
both of whom required facial 
stitches, began fighting after 
an altercation between 
Toronto's Darryl Sittler and 
Minnesota's Paul Shmyr 
behind the Minnesota net, 
St,tier and Shmyr struck 
at each other with their 
sticks and Shmyr appeared 
to crack open Sittler's 
helmet from front to back, 
The Williams-Maxwell fight 
then followed with Williams 
ronto's goal in the first receiving a four-stitch cut 
period of'the game, which above his right eye. 
N.A,C. PLAN, TREAD DESIGN 
NOT AS ILLUSTRATED ON ALL 
SIZES. Be prepared for diff icult ~ A  
wlnter drlvlng• IU  K mart Sale Price from i;;~1. 
ALL  TIRE 
PURCHASES N.A.C. PLAN 
INCLUDE OUR 
NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR; IN ADDITION hery 5 000 m,le5 ol H 000 k.1 ,or me ¢,!e ot yo.i K ma,~ t,,e~ .~e ~,,, ;)e,~orm wdhoo! charge, 
. Installation • Balancing • these maintenance ~erv,ces 1 Plopelty rolale hres 2 |h0rOtJqhly ~nspecl I,it's 3 Check a,l press.re 
Valve • Freight • Insurance • 4 Check valve slern~, 5 CIteck wheel balance 6 Rebalance ,t necessary ;' Check uont al~gnmenl 
Single tire purchase. 8 Seasonal removal and ,n~,tall~,hon of K m,lrl t~es alleady mounled (~ii rlms 9 PuftChlre repair 
'WARRANllES AN[') MA~NIENANCE SERVICES HONOuRED ACROSS CANADA IN ALL K mad STORES WITH SERVICE 
i( • :i I 
BAYS 
f 
SUPER POWERFUL 
12 ~OLT CAR VACUUM 
Ru,~h crevlC~ tool, 
,( 
Save s 4 
COMFORTABLE WARM 
54 x 62" AUTOROBES 
Blown or blue PnLiItlCOlOutet'J pat. 
lOreS Sladlum packed, padded 
save s . 
'THE BiG FELLOW' 32" 
SNOW BRUSH/SCRAPER 
4 ~lexlLlliZ~5 bl,h~e ~ IOWS Oltlrlt~. 
tlt, s 
two goals before the ten countries competing at a ~,parettehghler Cord length over 451ee1. cover 
minute mark. nre-Oivmnie hockey tn.r. X marl Regular List Price 12.97 . • K mart Regular List Price 21.97 X mart Regular Lt|lAPri¢9 16 .97  X marl Regola; Lisl Price 437 
Middleton got his second ~men' t  in  this Adirondac'k Kmar l  d~l  "1  I I  Kmart  M q m ~  Kmert  4 A ~ I  Kmart  ~dm~ 
at  10:41 and Wally Deger- Mountai- z.,~znH fn.~m Special I l l  I [ i Special • ~ m l l  ) Special I I mmw Special I I " l e  
hess scored  h i s  team's  last . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P .ce  . - leE .  I I  Price • IEa '  - -  Price B i Ea,' Price V Ea, 
Yet Ca.,dta. coach Ci=e . . . .  - -  II K 300 BATTERIES ARE " - - -  two goals, before Ron Smaha mad 
scored for Wee,end to Drake contends he's "very 
complete the scoring, satisfl " with how thi.gs i i . i  i . . - -  i I THE DEPENDABLE BATTERIES 
are going with the team , 
The late game saw Canada dropp, a 3 1| n i l  n i l  1 l i a r  ! owo battery is guaranteed for i 
MeEwanGMreboundfroma declsion to the United Ste~sI i i • i  • BB i lB I I I _Bm HI  36 months. Batteries fit most cars• Series i ~ ~ ~  
7.4 loss to Westend Saturday oll Mmday night after en-I • i i i  • m i l l / l i n t  I I  numbers are 22NF-240, 24C-300, 24F-300, [ ]  ~ r # l  j [ ~  ...... night to take Terrace Hotel 8- 
6, despite a four-goal per- taring the final 20 mimJtesl U l i L , ,  m m i i I  i i l U I -  i l  42 -320,  1 -515  INSTALLAT ION IN-  i ~ U  . . . . . . . . . .  ~-.j-~] 
deodhx:kedats goal spiece. I  I I /  ' ~ i l l  I I  I l l  I l l  P . i l l r l~n  All h~t;~ri~c: ~rp ¢2 1"10 le~ with mnsHPHI ;ME W I l o o ~ ~ . ~ ' = ' ' ~ ' - ~ J  
formance by Cary Hum- Lee than 24 hours earlier, I i  ~ ~ e s n , t K ~ , : ~  . I l l  
phrey, theCanadlanshadlosta.lte trade-in. When ,t really counts, these I ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ . . . . 1  
McEwan scored their the Soviet Union, wh ich l  ~ ~ v c h e ' c k :  Mm batteries won't let you or your car down• BB.~.,~ . . . . . .  ,n, ~ " ' " "E  
three first-period goals in a brokeaZ. l t tewithagaai29B ~.~ ~. .~, ,~ " ~_., i I  ~ n n  i~;~s 'h . "Adds  A i ~ i ~ _ ~  two-minute span halfway 
Ulroughtheperiodandteoka seconds before the end of tbe l ~ ~ ~r~ ~:>~ ~l  ~ ~ ~  IBinvnurcar'~stvlish i ~ ~ BLaN~ 
second period and then pat lt l . . . .  l i J U U  ~: '~ '~ ~ Kmart  ~ ~ B  n I~nce . - "  . . . . .  ~ J i  m- ' lBd l  
3-I lead outofthe frame• outofreachwithtwomoreinI  ~ / ~ " . . ~  ~ e . , .  ~ ~ ~  BB . . . .  ~- . . *n  . . . . . . .  , ~  I t _n_  v .qm B 
Steve Stay,h, Rick Lewis the first 2:14 of the third• [ ]  ~_a.ue n _ I '~ - :E ' I  B I  -2_": = n iB  P . ' " ' J ! "~2' .  "1 mR"  B .- 
and Ed McEwan scored Meanwhile, in Monday's[] Price ~ Fa.  *~-~' J  l l~  Price ~ , " . .  I ~ ~ ~ ; . L  ~ mK- - - - - - - l [  ,-a. I 
before Gord Heenan got other game, Czechos lovak ia i l , , . _ _~_ .~"~i .  " .~ ,  ~ I;;CI. ~ up 'v lopu~,u ,  r r ,~  m m . . . . . . . . . . .  
Terrace on the board with held on for a 3-3 tie with " "  
two and a half minutes left in Sweden in its firRt taste of 
the period. ~rnament pXay, The ~o S K E E N A MALL-   Advertised Merchand'ise Policy WE WELCOME 
v ( ' i t  lie f11 illl,,lilltllt i% |t) t,rlv~' ,~ver¥ adverhsed ilem ffl Stock on our shelves if dn adverhsPd item 15 The teams swapped goals rdkulls leave the U,S. on top $~ llqd .l~,ld,lhi*. h,lpro, hdSP due tO any unforeseen reason K mar will ,ssue a Ram Check on in the second period, with with a 2.0 record, followed by 
Ron Lewis scoring for the Soviet Union t-0, ,~ ,,,,,,,,,~,, ,,,, ,, .......... h,,, ,d,s,.h, bepu,chasedaHhesalepheneverava,lab'eorw.llsellyeua, . . . . . .  ~ 1  
t (Itflp~lhtt~h' qtl,l~ll y Ih~R' a| a r-reparable fedu('horl ii1 price Oil, pohcy is k} glvP (1Ill Ct lS |O~ef5  
McEwan and Humphrey Czechos lovakia  0.0-1, 4761 LAKELSE TEFJRACE -~,~ .,.,.,,,, ,,,,. .,,~.,,v,, K mart Canada Limited . & i 
getting his first for Terrace• Sweden 0-1.1 and Canada 0-2. , • ,, , , i , , 
